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Abstract 
 
Electrochemical detection of vital biomolecules using nano-carbon 
materials has attracted great attention to effectively carry-out 
electrochemical sensing of important neurotransmitters in the brain. 
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) and graphene (G) have 
been employed as promising nano-carbon materials according to 
physical, electrical, optical, and thermal properties along with 
remarkable electrochemical performance. Modified MWNTs and G, 
on the same hand, exhibited greater electrocatalytic activity and 
improved redox signals of the targeted analytes. For this reason, the 
primary goal of this study is to fabricate simple, low cost, 
biocompatible, and modified MWNTs sensor appropriate for 
dopamine (DA) neurotransmitter detection. To obtain improved 
sensitivity and selectivity of DA compared to conventional electrodes, 
our MWNTs electrode was fabricated by a direct draw of MWNTs 
fibers from MWNTs forest converted into yarn/probe style by twisting 
then modified with nafion. The second goal was based on applying 
reduced graphene oxide (RGO) as graphene derivative along with 
poly (ethylenedioxythiophene): poly (styrenesulfonate) PEDOT:PSS 
to prepare RGO/PEDOT:PSS dispersion modified with nafion. 
RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion composite drop-casted onto gold mylar 
ii 
 
sheets to prepare films at specific dimensions. The deposited films 
were divided into strips in order to be tested for serotonin (5-HT) 
neurotransmitter detection. The electrocatalytic activity of both 
electrodes was investigated via electrochemical analytical methods 
including cyclic voltammetry (CV) and differential pulse Vvoltammetry 
(DPV) towards mentioned neurotransmitters in the presence of 
common interferences. The voltammetric studies included different 
parameters such as modifying with concentric or diluted nafion, 
number of nafion layer coated the electrode, varied dip-coating times 
in nafion, and different films thickness which were all investigated.
iii 
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1.1. Overview: 
Neuro diseases, dementia, have developed severe challenges in related 
medical clinics due to progressive damage of neurons in the brain [1, 2]. 
Parkinson’s disease (PD) and Al-Zheimer disease (AD) are mainly characterised 
by neural disorders in the current century [3]. PD is lack of movement along with 
trembling, hardness, and instability for elderly patients. AD represents by memory 
loss, mental deterioration, and hard to socialise [4]. These neuro diseases may 
destroy people lives and enforce them to seek support all the time, let alone 
damage brain cells and die [1, 5]. After profound medical investigations, it has 
been found that PD is linked to DA deficiency, while AD is associated with the 
disordered level of 5-HT [1, 2]. Dopamine and serotonin are vital 
neurotransmitters in the central nervous system of mammalian’s brain that is 
voltammetrically active. Increased or decreased level of each neurotransmitter 
can be the reason behind developing acute neuronal disorder diseases for 
individuals such as addiction, depression and Schizophrenia (SZ) let alone  PD 
and AD [6, 7]. As a result, DA and 5-HT detection are of great importance in 
clinical diagnostic applications to introduce benefits for disorder treatments [8].  
 Many technologies have been invented and developed to adjust the 
neurotransmitters level in the brain and reach healthy status [2, 9, 10]. [11-14]. 
New approaches are being adopted based on sensing technology (a novel 
technique that applies specially designed sensors to deliver electrical signals and 
stimulate neurotransmitters inside the brain safely) also called deep brain 
stimulation [12]. Such sensors manufactured on demand with a single cell or 
multiple sites in the brain targeted. Also, direct measurements of 
neurotransmitters is obtained when these sensors penetrate the brain tissues.  
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  The implication of sensors based on nanomaterials in medical treatments 
has been widely reported over the last 20 years [15]. It is because, nanomaterials 
showed remarkable performance and motivates research activities in building 
beneficial devices and systems for medical diagnostics, in particular, 
neurotransmitters detection [15, 16]. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and G are two 
essential types of nanomaterials that offer exceptional electronic, chemical, and 
mechanical properties to use them as sensors. They both reveal large surface 
area and tremendous porosity which are two crucial factors that can enhance the 
sensing process by increasing bonding sites and absorbed biomolecules 
consequently [17-19]. Moreover, modifying CNTs and G electrodes present smart 
devices which have higher electrical conductivity compared to non-modified by 
accelerating electron transfer kinetics, chemical and electrochemical stabilities 
for improved sensing signals [20-23].  
Electrochemical techniques, on the same hand, show great advantages as 
a promising monitor for neurotransmitters sensing [24-28]. The indicated 
sensitivity and selectivity of electrochemical sensors are remarkable compared to 
other technologies. Also, low cost and easily handled devices have led to the 
widespread utilisation of electrochemical stations even on commercial stage. 
Notably, the fabricated electrochemical sensors have generated a new platform 
for biosensing system and most have been made based on CNTs and G due to 
pointed out appealing properties [16].  
To establish controlled and qualified electrochemical sensors for DA and 5-
HT determination, we explained simple fabrication methods of our electrodes use, 
first, CNTs fibres and, second, G composite as excellent candidates for this 
purpose. It is because, prepared micro-sensors in our group show the original 
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distinct electrochemical properties of CNTs material regarding high conductivity, 
chemical stability, and large surface area accompanied with the promising design 
of CNTs fibres in yarn/probe style. In fact, CNTs fibres enable fabrication of 
electrodes with very small diameters, having aligned and packed structure, and 
grafting ability to optimise the performance. Probe design, also, offers the 
opportunity to combine CNTs yarn with currently available sensors such as in 
deep brain stimulation applications. This combination help improve the detection 
ability of biosensors and sensors in medical and biofields. Also, strip designed 
sensors of G composites revealed priority to 5-HT when simultaneously detected 
with DA. Therefore, in this project, we will describe the capabilities of CNTs and 
G materials in electrochemical sensing applications. 
1.2.  Neurotransmitters and the aim to be detected: 
Neurotransmitters are chemical substances in the brain operating instantly 
to transfer stimulated signals between two adjacent neurons [29]. The kinetic of 
neurotransmitters starts when an action potential occurs, then, the 
neurotransmitter leaves the end of a neuron and passes through the synaptic cleft 
to deposit at the receptors of the other neuron [30] (Figure 1.1). Reuptake process 
occurs to balance the secretion of neurotransmitters and maintain normal neuro 
state for the body [31]. 
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Figure 1.1 Transfer kinetic of a neurotransmitter in the synaptic cleft between two 
neurons in the brain after stimulation by action potential 
For chemical study, neurotransmitters are categorised as; amino acids, 
monoamines, and peptides [7]. The current study delivers informative findings on 
catecholamine’s family (DA mainly) and monoamines family (5-HT, as an 
example) where both are essential groups. Catechol refers to the aromatic ring 
(phenyl) linked to two methylene groups and amine is the –NH2 group. The 
importance of catecholamines release is represented by relaxation feeling and 
smoothing muscles cells of vessels, as a result, it provides the skin with blood, 
so that, this group is called the happy family of neurotransmitters [29]. Also, 
functions of the sympathetic nervous system are mediated by catecholamine’s 
acting as neurotransmitters from nerves end to end. Monoamines family, on the 
other hand, is a significant group involved in a wide range of neuronal functions 
and control, for instance, psychomotor, sleep, mood, sensing process, memory, 
and emotional stability are all managed by monoamines participation [32].   
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Also, because variable transmission of neurotransmitters can seriously 
affect brain functions and lead to acute mental illness, many techniques have 
been established for neurotransmitters measurements. These methods were 
ineffective as long time consumed and low resolution was noted. Since 
neurotransmitters are electroactive, electrochemical techniques were 
successfully applied for neurotransmitters detection like DA and 5-HT. Significant 
advantages related to electrochemical sensing of neurotransmitters such as fast 
detection, high sensitivity, and selectivity were seen; however, serious challenges 
still need to be solved. (1) Thousands of electroactive biomolecules coexist with 
neurotransmitters in the brain oxidise at similar potential results in signals 
overlapping. (2) Neurotransmitters concentration is shallow compared to vast 
amounts of surrounded biomolecules makes it hard to achieve separate detection 
when testing real samples. To find out neurotransmitters role and the need to be 
detected, the current study provides informative findings of carefully selected 
neurotransmitters, dopamine and serotonin. Both play a crucial role in controlling 
vital brain functions. Hence, the imbalanced release of DA and 5-HT can cause 
severe neuro disorders in individuals [33].  
1.2.1. Dopamine (DA): Synthesis, Relative Diseases, and Current 
Challenges of DA Detection 
DA, a member of catecholamine’s family, is a vital neurotransmitter in the brain 
generated in the central nervous system (CNS) inside the substantia nigra and 
ventral tegmental [34, 35]. It is the wealthiest neurotransmitter in the brain tissues; 
hence, DA release associated to several neuro conditions such as rewards 
recognition, feeding habits [36], coordination, motricity, SZ, AD and PD [35, 37-
39]. Biosynthesis of DA have been extensively studied since its discovery. 
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Sequential reactions started with tyrosine (Tyr) are taking place in dopaminergic 
neurons in the brain where there is abundant tyrosine hydroxylase enzyme. This 
enzyme hydroxylates tyrosine to give L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) 
intermediate which will be converted to DA by DOPA decarboxylase enzyme [40-
42] (Figure (1.2) 
 
Figure 1.2 Illustration of DA synthesis starting with Tyr as a precursor, also shows 
DA neuro-derivatives in the brain 
 DA molecules show electroactive properties in nature due to the existence 
of oxidation electrons in its chemical structure. As the actual oxidation process of 
DA happens in the human brain, it is considered an important molecule need to 
be thoroughly investigated [29, 43]. Numerous research efforts have studied the 
electrochemical reaction of DA. The oxidation mechanism of DA is described 
below (Figure 1.3): 
 
Figure 1.3 Oxidation mechanism of DA molecule in the brain tissues 
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The typical redox reaction at an electrode surface written as: 
O1 + R2 = O2 + R1 (O: oxidized, R: reduced materials) 
The standard potential of an electrode for a half reaction, in particular, for a 
reversible redox reaction, described as Eº = (E pa + E pc) /2 
E pa: the potential for an oxidation signal. 
E pc: the potential of a reduction signal. 
 The role of DA in monitoring the brain functions has been the focus of 
numerous research studies during the last four decades [3, 44, 45]. They found 
that DA participates in essential body functions. As a result, severe neural 
disorders have been linked to deterioration in a dopaminergic system including 
PD, epilepsy, and SZ [44-46]. DA exists with large quantities of other electroactive 
biomolecules, among them, uric acid (UA) and ascorbic acid (AA). UA and AA 
are typically challenging to DA detection. Both possess similar oxidation 
potentials to DA when simultaneously detected (possible separation is only 150 
mV). Therefore, peaks overlapping problem has occurred. Moreover, the 
concentration of UA and AA is 100 to 1000 times larger than DA in vivo samples. 
Even though electrochemical techniques revealed fast determination of DA, 
lacking high selectivity between DA, UA, and AA has been reported as the 
primary challenge due to suffering from interference problem.  
1.2.2. Serotonin (5-HT): Synthesis, Relative Diseases, and Current 
Challenges at 5-HT Detection 
5-HT is a master neurotransmitter, that belongs to the monoamine’s family, 
synthesised in CNS in raphe neurons of the human brain [47, 48]. Alertness made 
by irregular secretion of 5-HT turned into neuro diseases such as AD and infantile 
autism [47]. Moreover, sleep disorder, depression, and adaptive behaviour are 
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directly related to disorder in 5-HT level as well [38, 49]. It stated that 5-HT 
molecules could not cross the blood-brain barrier to serotonergic neurons in the 
brain (where 5-HT produced) [50]. Therefore, for biosynthesis of 5-HT, the 
following reactions occur in serotonergic system use tryptophan (Try), amino 
acid, as a precursor (Try can cross the blood-brain barrier though). The reactions 
include inserting hydroxyl, OH, and omitting, carboxyl, COOH, of the intermediate 
to produce 5-HT [47, 51] (Figure 1.4).  
 
Figure 1.4 Schematic illustration of 5-HT synthesis in the brain starting with Try 
biomolecule and hydroxylase enzyme to give intermediate that converts to 5-HT 
by decarboxylase enzyme 
 5-HT is quickly oxidised when certain conditions are available such as 
enzymatic, non-enzymatic or inorganic oxidation factors. This kind of reactions 
cab is either happening inside the brain or abdominal parts. To the best of our 
knowledge, electrochemical oxidation of 5-HT is explained in a limited number of 
published papers [52]. So that, more studies should be conducted to investigate 
5-HT role in vivo thoroughly. At physiological pH, 5-HT is involved in series of 
reactions (losing two-electrons followed by gaining two-protons) to eventually 
produce insoluble dimers and secondary products (Figure 1.5). These dimers can 
negatively affect the detection process resulting in measurements with low 
accuracy. In other words, when voltammetric detection of 5-HT is performed, by-
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products from 5-HT oxidation would be absorbed to the surface of the electrode 
and while active sites are blocked accordingly [29].  
 
Figure 1.5 (A & B) 5-HT oxidation reaction at physiological pH. (C & D) number 
of dimers formed during oxidation of 5-HT known as by-products that can 
negatively affect oxidation process later 
 Elevated levels of 5-HT have been associated with the treatment of brain 
disorders, among them, treating depression and mood. This fact underlines the 
direct relationship between a person’s state and monoamines efficacy within the 
brain tissues [33]. Therefore, different studies have undertaken the investigations 
of 5-HT effect on mood changes based on the reduction of Try as 5-HT cannot 
pass through the blood-brain barrier itself [48]. The accepted hypothesis is that 
5-HT shows a vital role in the functioning and modulating cognitive and ways of 
learning in the human midbrain, therefore, long-term methods and the possibility 
of obtaining stable results should all be examined via suitable detection methods  
[48].  
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 Here in, we describe advantages and disadvantages of conventional 
methods applied for neurotransmitters determination. Also, the reasons behind 
choosing electrochemical methods for neurotransmitters sensing in particular.      
1.3. Recent Development in the Analysis Methods for Neurotransmitters 
Detection  
 The invention of new analysis methods which provide adequate, 
optimised, and better control over the detection of neurotransmitters has been 
demanded. In this section, recent advances in the analytical methods applied for 
neurotransmitters detection has been demonstrated. Also, the importance of 
electrochemical methods compared to conventional methods has been 
explained. 
1.3.1. Conventional Methods: 
A number of conventional analytical techniques such as high-performance 
liquid chromatography [53], spectrophotometry [54], chromatography, 
electrophoresis [55], radioimmunoassay’s [56] and flow injection [56-59] reported 
for neurotransmitters detection. The conducted system, operating time, extreme 
sensitivity and selectivity can be obtained with direct and reliable results together 
with affordable cost are all factors that should be emphasised when selecting a 
proper analytical technique. In this regard, we discussed advantages and 
disadvantages of each process. 
 High-performance liquid chromatography, HPLC, is an analytical technique 
used before 1970 for neuroscience investigations. This method requires specific 
software, columns, injectors, pumps, fraction collectors and buffers that can be 
obtained from commercial companies although this method is showing the 
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simplicity of handling and few other advantages, the process is time-consuming 
and expensive as a result of providing the whole mentioned parts before testing. 
Also, for results optimisation, HPLC should be connected with ultra-violet, UV, or 
mass spectroscopy, MS, which leads to sampling splitting or lost at the same time 
[53, 60].  
 For improved quantitative analysis, spectrophotometry method offers some 
advantages for diverse clinical applications. It is suitable for a range of 
biomolecules analysis with economic cost [53]. Moreover, it shows detailed data 
about components and pureness of samples. As this technique combines with 
UV/Vis, detection of targeted samples incorporated with contaminants at the 
same wavelength which gives low discrimination. Furthermore, the light would 
absorb via a broadband detector; in return, all the surrounded light is more likely 
to reach samples and causes less absorbance. The most significant 
disadvantage is represented by low sensitivity to samples concentration which 
takes extra time to work out through more steps [54].  
 Chromatography [61] is one of the useful techniques to separate 
components from tested compounds. The term chromatography covers different 
chromatography techniques listed as gas chromatography, ion exchange 
chromatography, liquid chromatography, solid-liquid chromatography, and thin 
layer chromatography. These methods have demonstrated accurate results, 
using a small amount of examined samples and quick displayed data. However, 
some disadvantages appeared while functioning, for example, high-cost 
equipment, sensitive parts handled with extra care, and some techniques require 
only volatile samples or run experiments in an open condition, as a result, 
changes temperature and pH of the process [62].  
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 Many biomolecules are detected by electrophoresis technology. This 
method is unique and explains how charged particles migrate under electrical 
impact to negative or positive charged electrodes [63]. It classified into free 
electrophoresis, gel electrophoresis, zone Eelectrophoresis, capillary 
electrophoresis and paper electrophoresis where every method has its 
advantages and disadvantages. For example, capillary electrophoresis revealed 
high separation, short time measurements and is easily operated. On the other 
hand, the applied capillary tube with small diameter makes it hard to maintain the 
heat, results in, wasting heat and diffusing increased. So, it is not recommended 
for many analysis experiments.    
 Radioimmunoassay is sensitive technology that uses antigen-antibody 
reaction and radioactivity of tested compounds [64]. The highlighted advantages 
of this method are known to be highly specific and sensitive. However, 
radioimmunoassays comprise radiation hazard, demanding a specially trained 
person as well as providing a license for laboratories to control radioactive 
materials i.e. waste and storage, let alone, prolonged reaction time.   
 Flow injection is simple analysis method where the tested samples can be 
injected and moved into a pump; then, reagent stream formed ended up in a 
detector [65]. Before that, the reaction takes place on the way to the detector. 
Consequently, the computer provides excellent control over the pump and the 
injector, in return, shows increased flexibility [66]. Some techniques need to 
combine with the current analysis method to achieve a constant pulse-free flow 
rate. Although, this technique is simple, easy to use, and require small equipment, 
variations in flow rate noticed over time added to producing pulsating flow.    
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1.3.2. Electrochemical Methods: 
 Compared to conventional analysis methods, electrochemical methods are 
considered a promising monitor for medical diagnostic application especially 
neurotransmitters sensing [24-28]. It can solve biosensing problems addressed 
by previous methods by applying electrochemical sensors and biosensors with 
remarkable sensitivity and selectivity. In addition, simple, low-cost 
electrochemical workstations and easily handled devices have led to widespread 
utilisation on scientific and commercial stages. Furthermore, this method is safe 
and combining with additional parts (like radiation, UV, MS) is not required to 
improve the performance. Therefore, electrochemical methods have been 
increasingly conducted for analytical purposes and biosensing researches [67].  
 Electrochemical analysis methods also are known by voltammetry 
techniques as the current is generated based on electrodes potential (voltage 
value) [68]. Traditional electrochemical methods used two electrodes cell system: 
working electrode (WE) and auxiliary/counter electrode (AE or CE), however, the 
limited current was recorded. Therefore, the third electrode added to 
electrochemical cell setup: reference electrode (RE) introduces beneficial 
properties such as very stable potential and long-life utilisation [69, 70]. The 
operating principle of all three electrodes associated with each other. For 
example, the potentiostat enhances the potential difference, DE, at the 
electrode/electrolyte interface. The WE present where the redox reaction is taking 
place. CE is essential for collecting the resulting electrons, and current reading 
consequently. The applied potential of the system set due to the potential value 
of RE. The electrodes immersed in an electrolyte keeps a specific pH suitable for 
intended investigations (Figure 1.6).  
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Figure 1.6 Electrochemical system setup of three electrodes; WE, AE, & RE 
immersed in the electrolyte [68] 
 Technically, oxidised/reduced species at the WE generate measurable 
current called faradic current [69, 71]. Faradic current is the best-controlled way 
to detect the concentration of reacted compounds. This process requires 
adsorbing targeted molecules or ions in the solution to the surface of the WE. 
Three different methods have been addressed to guarantee reaching optimum 
mass transport to the electrode: (1) diffusion in a concentration gradient, (2) 
migration of ions in a potential gradient, and (3) convection [69, 70]. In the 
electrode/electrolyte region, a concentration gradient of adsorbed molecules is 
different according to; diffusion coefficient of oxidised or reduced ions, time, the 
construction (geometry) of the electrode and its size [71]. The electrode/solution 
interface shows strictly accumulated negative charges electrons on the 
electrodes side extended by positive charges cations. The first layer (inside) near 
the electrode is called inner helmholtz plane (IHP) where ions (unhydrated) would 
be attached to the surface firmly. The second layer (outside) outer helmholtz 
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plane (OHP) represents where hydrated ions is located. The layer followed the 
OHP is therefore called diffuse layer (Figure 1.7). These planes control the 
orientation of the adsorption behaviour of electrochemical sensors [72].  
 
 
 
Figure 1.7 Schematic illustration of electrochemical double layers 
1.3.2.1. Electrochemical Sensors:  
 Electrochemical sensors are devices that transform chemical information 
from analysed biomolecules into an analytically useful signal to understand their 
structure, bio-composition, and potential function. The electrochemical sensors 
should have high chemical stability and electrical activity towards examined 
biomolecules [73]. Also, the running reaction can be controllable under any 
changes of physical parameters such as pH, and temperature. In addition, the 
recorded signal has to be precise, reproducible, and linearly increased over 
consecutive additions of analytes concentration with noiseless indications. For 
implantable purposes, the fabricated electrochemical sensors need to be small, 
bio-compatible and cause no infection when inserted inside the real tissues. 
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Lastly, prepared sensors should be inexpensive, and easily handled with directly 
obtained analysis measurements [25]. 
1.3.2.1.1. Materials for Electrochemical Sensors 
1.3.2.1.1.1. Carbon-Based Sensor:    
 The history of electrochemical sensors based on carbon material has a long 
experimental time to understanding the electrochemical mechanisms and best 
developed architectures [74]. Electrochemical performance of carbon-based 
sensors is dependent on; surface chemistry, type of functional groups attached 
to attract aimed molecules, the possibility of mass production, and remarkable 
sensitivity and selectivity [75]. A recent study successfully reported the fabrication 
of carbon-based electrochemical sensors to monitor neurotransmitters level via 
fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) technique. Another study used carbon fibre 
microelectrodes as highly stable material for neurotransmitters detection with 
promising FSCV data.  
 In fact, new opportunities have opened for sensors development based on 
nanocarbon materials, among them, CNTs, and G. A novel platform that uses 
CNTs and G for electrochemical sensing has emerged due to their unique 
structure and properties. Since then, chemistry researchers have intensively 
studied the typical properties of CNTs and G in the electrochemistry field [76, 77]. 
1.3.2.1.1.1.1. Carbon Nanotubes-Based Electrochemical Sensors:  
 CNTs is a promising nanocarbon-material used to build microelectrodes in 
many disciplines, especially, medical diagnostic applications. Theoretically, 
CNTs are fabricated from G sheets rolled up into hollow cylinders. The cylinders 
could be made of single or multi-layers of G to produce single-walled carbon 
nanotubes (SWNTs) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) respectively 
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(Figure 1.8A and B). SWNTs and MWNTs are synthesized by three major 
technologies: chemical vapour deposition (CVD), laser ablation, and arc-
discharge. CVD among them enables good control over produced CNTs in 
unique forest structure by having vertical alignment and scalable thickness.   
 
Figure 1.8 (A) Single-sheet of G converted to SWNTs [149]. (B) multi-sheets of 
G converted to MWNTs [149]. 
 Extensive studies have been made to discover electrochemistry of CNTs. It 
has been found that CNTs have remarkable electrical, structural, optical, and 
chemical aspects. For example, high surface area, fast electron mobility, 
excellent sensitivity and selectivity, reproducibility with exciting bio-compatibility 
[79, 80]. These distinctive properties pour in the advantage of excellent 
electrochemistry investigations at biological and medical research activities. 
CNTs-based electrochemical sensors are interestingly sensitive and reproducible 
devices suitable for detection of neurotransmitters such as catecholamines and 
monoamines families [81, 82]. In other words, CNTs provide a very simple, rapid, 
and affordable sensor to fulfil the demand of monitoring different biomolecules.  
Therefore, CNTs sensors are competitive with other devices which belong to 
different analytical methods [75, 83-85].  Nonetheless, the ability of CNTs surface 
to be modified opened new and unique opportunities for multiple applications. 
CNTs are inherently hydrophobic; therefore, modifying its surface by hydrophilic 
molecules supported water solubility of CNTs and much more utilisation started 
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to appear. Also, the high reactivity of CNTs ends and sidewalls attracted different 
functional groups which can help to direct CNTs surface towards specific targets 
[75, 82].  
 The first report investigated the performance of CNTs biosensor used CNT 
paste packed towards neurotransmitters detection [86]. The obtained results 
noted reversible oxidation signals in comparison to previous studies [87]. Another 
structure of CNTs used as room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) potentially 
remarkable for neurotransmitter sensing [88]. The electrocatalytic activity of 
distinctive 3D CNT nano-web enhanced by surface modifications with carboxylic 
and hydroxyl groups to accomplish high sensitivity of detected analytes [79, 89]. 
CNT web revealed high porosity suitable for providing a large surface area of the 
electrode.  
 Also, CNT composites constructed as films or dispersed solutions which 
reported the best performance on the electro-oxidation of neurotransmitters in 
vivo fields [90]. The modified CNTs films have excellent stability and good 
catalytic effects. Therefore, highly stable and sensitive sensors were developed 
[91]. MWNTs film coated glassy carbon electrode (GCE) was investigated for vital 
neurotransmitters simultaneously [92]. Also, CNTs modified graphite surface 
considered as interested electrodes for analytes determination due to obtained 
electrochemical results [93].  Recently, CNTs has been intensively employed as 
modification materials [94]. For example, using SWNTs, MWNTs, and negatively 
charged polymers to modify carbon fibre-modified electrode (CFME) through a 
dip-coating process [80, 95]. Similarly, GCE modified via MWNTs has been 
widely employed for sensing in recent years [20]. This kind of modified electrode 
shows an excellent electrocatalytic activity towards the oxidation of cations [96]. 
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 CNTs-based yarn and sheets are essential inventions that has improved the 
sensitivity of electroactive neurotransmitters significantly [82, 97]. CNTs yarn 
(CNTsY) involved layers of CNTs fibres with macro-dimensions. Electrodes 
based CNTs yarn have different designs and were typically applied for in vivo 
determinations and showed better results compared to traditional carbon 
electrodes [82, 98]. In a recent study, CNTs yarn made in disk style and tested 
via FSCV for neurotransmitter sensing [98]. Compared to traditional carbon fibre 
microelectrodes (CFMEs), the voltammetry results of CNT yarn disk were 
extremely sensitive as attributed to the larger surface area [98]. In return, electron 
transfer kinetics significantly enhanced on electrodes surface, and the recorded 
signals were superior [33].  
1.3.2.1.1.1.2. Graphene-Based Electrochemical Sensors: 
Another interesting structure of carbon nano-material is G. It was 
synthesized in 2003 as 2D carbon-based material which consisted of carbon 
atoms, perfectly arranged in the lattice structure (Figure1.9).  
 
Figure 1.9 G lattice structure 
Remarkable electronic and optical properties suggested G as a worthy 
candidate for versatile applications. It has widely become a hot topic in medical 
fields such as neurotransmitters sensing due to the unique properties 
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represented by high surface to volume ratio, simple processing, and safe 
utilization. G does not contain metallic impurities which can interrupt materials 
sensitivity if existing [87]. Therefore, it has been introduced as a good platform to 
examine the electrocatalytic effects of carbon nanomaterials [99]. In addition, 
modifying G by inserting nano-particles (i.e. oxide and semiconductor 
nanoparticles to improve G effectiveness) carried great advantages as recently 
reported [100]. This combination keeps not just individual properties, but also 
shows cooperative (synergic) properties. it’s good to mention that, many 
electrodes can be modified with G suspension, powder, and G composites. 
However, G is non-dissolvable in water inherently and hard to be melted or 
bonded. For that, G derivatives (graphene oxide GO and RGO) are produced 
from processed G sheets to make this novel material applicable in numerous 
areas [101].  
  G nano-materials were used for simultaneous detection of 
neurotransmitters with a decent performance in a recent study. Multi-layer G 
nano-flake films recorded well-distinguished peaks of tested analytes. 
Furthermore, electrochemically prepared RGO composite electrode reflected 
better oxidation than RGO itself [102]. On the same hand, edge plane pyrolytic 
graphite electrode (EPPGE) has significant advantages for simultaneous 
determination of vital neurotransmitters with the interferences. Remarkable 
detection limit, super sensitivity, and selectivity noticed with no electrode fouling 
seen through the detection process [103].  
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Figure 1.10 Synthesis of RGO from GO 
One of the G derivatives is GO (Figure 1.10). It is a single and flat sheet of 
G bonded to abundant oxygen groups to be functionalized [104]. Although oxygen 
groups increase the distance among G layers, they turn GO to highly hydrophilic. 
Increasing hydrophilicity made GO water soluble and required low-cost protocols 
to process. Regarding neurotransmitters sensing, the oxygen functional groups 
are essential for analytes detection by introducing covalent bonds between them. 
In return, the detection sensitivity will enhance as more biomolecules would be 
absorbed. GO is known as an electrical insulator. Therefore, scientific 
researchers found that recovering properties of pristine G by reducing the GO 
material is a best alternative way to use G in biosensing applications effectively  
[105].  
Some methods carried out in reducing GO and producing RGO (Figure 
1.10) [106, 107]. The increased demand to synthesis RGO comes as an 
alternative to pristine G (insoluble and needs to be modified) [108]. RGO 
massively produced for scientific and industrial utilisation. The reduction methods 
based on thermal, chemical, and electrochemical approaches. The critical 
difference between them is the ability to produce RGO with extreme quality and 
maintaining original G properties at the same time. Some of these methods have 
their disadvantages in biosensing applications, especially, neurotransmitters 
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detection [105]. For example, RGO synthesised by chemical reduction has low 
surface area and poor conductivity where both decrease the performance 
efficiency of biosensors and result in unsuccessful detection of targeted analytes. 
Similarly, thermal reduction of GO requires very high temperatures (> 1000 °C) 
and that showed faulty (defective) structure with less production ratio, and weak 
mechanical properties as well. In fact, advantages shown by electrochemical 
reduction of GO to produce RGO has attracted much more attention compared 
to other reduction methods. The properties of RGO synthesised by this process 
reveals the excellent quality and same graphene structure decently. Also, the 
carbon/oxygen ratio explained by this product is so high which stimulated its 
conductivity massively. Electrochemical reduction is green technology that uses 
non-dangerous chemicals and depositing non-poisonous wastes at the end [108, 
109].   
 
1.3.2.1.1.2. Functionalised Carbon  
1.3.2.1.1.2.1. Oxygen Plasma Treatment 
Carbon material is relatively inexpensive, harmless, and having a high 
electrical conductivity; hence, it has been widely used for electrodes fabrication. 
However, it is chemically inert. During oxygen plasma treatment, carboxyl and 
hydroxyl groups (-COOH, -OH) is formed on the surface of carbon materials to 
improve their reactivity and electrodes performance consequently. The demand 
of oxidised forms of carbon in the biomedical diagnostic system is rapidly 
increased due to their better biocompatibility, electrical conductivity, and larger 
surface area compared to non-modified carbon structures [110]. Another concern 
is that, carbon reflects poor adhesion properties and wettability due to 
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hydrophobic nature, so they show low surface energy which should be high for 
later linkage with different modifiers [111]. Hence, to obtain an excellent adhesion 
with any coatings, surface energy should be superior, and this process is called 
“surface activation” [112, 113]. Plasma treatment is a perfectly fitting technique 
for this goal. Different levels of surface energies are attained by applying this 
method, as well as, turning the surface of the material into hydrophilic with the 
entire oxygen functional groups [113]. It also suggested that exposing time to 
oxygen plasma plays a significant role in improving surface properties. For 
instance, if the method used for a short time (like milliseconds), existed 
contaminants on electrodes surface would be removed and oxidative products 
can take place instead. Furthermore, if the prolonged time of the treatment is 
applied, oxygen-containing groups can form chemical bonds at the active sites, 
Figure 1.11 [113].  
 
Figure 1.11 Illustration of plasma surface activation of carbon materials 
 screen-printed carbon electrode (SPCE) treated with plasma and found that 
electrochemical response increased about 80 times than non-treated SPCE 
[114]. Another electrochemical carbon electrode was modified by plasma at 
different flow rates of oxygen [115]. A study reported applying plasma treatment 
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to commercially activated carbon tissues which resulted in novel functionality in 
its surface. The surface of carbon fibers was also modified by oxygen plasma and 
revealed enhanced physical and chemical properties due to distributed functional 
groups on the surface [116]. A screen-printed MWNTs electrode treated with 
oxygen plasma to activate the surface for neuro-sensing investigations. The 
modified electrode displayed increased current response and peaks separation 
compared to unmodified one [117]. Also, synthesized G layers were subjected to 
oxygen plasma to remove G residues [118]. Recent G film was treated with 
oxygen plasma to allow the generation of functional groups onto G surface and 
improve its performance [119]. The disadvantage of plasma treatment is that it 
quickly loses generated functional groups due to having equilibrium state again. 
As a consequence, the treated electrode would be hydrophobic in short time 
[120]. Also, the departed groups may cause some fragments transportation to the 
bulk of the material. However, plasma treatment penetrates inside first few 
nanometres of the sample layers which means that the bulk properties stay 
unchanged [113, 120].   
1.3.2.1.1.2.2. Conductive Polymers 
        Conductive polymers (CPs) have been used as promising modifiers to 
improve the surface functionality of micro-electrodes for signals recording, 
neurons stimulation, biosensors fabrication, and analytical chemistry [121, 122]. 
Compared to non-modified conventional electrodes, conductive polymers 
modified electrochemical electrodes offered outstanding electrochemical 
properties for instance; introducing low impedance, containing high charge 
capacity when connecting with neurons, let alone good bio-compatibility [123, 
124]. CPs also offer the possibility to be easily customised into electrodes 
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structure, uniquely, as an excellent coating for micro-electrodes [124]. Among 
these substantial conductive polymers, poly (3,4- ethylene dioxythiophene; 
PEDOT) extensively employed for modifying implanted probes in the brain 
according to outstanding electrochemical properties by keeping stability over a 
very long time going into years [53, 56, 124, 125].   
 In general, the backbone of CPs contains continuously overlapped p-orbital 
explained as single and double bonds changing their place alternatively. 
Therefore, CPs can either be oxidised or reduced, carry a positive or negative 
charge that is essential for enhanced electrical conductivity. Also having low 
energy transition, need the low potential to begin ionisation and increased affinity 
to electrons  [122, 126, 127].  
 Synthesis of CPs made through a wide range of techniques such as 
oxidative coupling and electrochemical synthesis. The latter method is widely 
employed to synthesis CPs due to several advantages, for example, simplicity, 
precisely controlled films thickness, operating at room temperature and 
reproducible electrodes [122]. The suggested technique used three basic 
electrodes; working, reference and auxiliary electrodes.  
 Conductive polymers offered versatility in industrial, academic and 
governmental laboratories around the world. There are some significant 
applications like conductive polymers that can be included in such as biosensors, 
and electrochemical devices. For neurotransmitters sensing chitosan and poly-
pyrrole polymers showed promising performance in the brain system. Also, some 
analytical devices reported low sensitivity when tested in real samples; which is 
overcomed by coating these devices with conductive polymers [122]. It is worth 
mentioning that, carbon biosensors modified with conductive polymers are 
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remarkably invested for biotechnical and medical applications. 
Conductive polymers can be applied by dip-coating or drop-casting 
methods. Prepared composites by these methods enable interesting sensitive 
and selective bio-sensing results towards neurotransmitters in vivo [128]. Drop-
casting and dip-coating have been extensively used to activate surfaces of CNTs 
and G-based electrodes which attributes to low-cost and simple procedures 
suitable for depositing conductive polymers (or even conductive nano-particles) 
into an electrode surface.  GO, for example, exhibited selective determination of 
neurotransmitters when tested with other biomolecules. Modifying GO by poly 
(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene: polystyrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) polymer 
displayed enhanced sensing results due to superconductive properties of 
PEDOT:PSS polymer [129]. Another example is that, over-oxidised polypyrrole 
(OPPY) and functionalized CNTs electrodes employed for sensing systems. 
Compared to unmodified CNTs electrodes, OPPY-CNTs revealed the enhanced 
sensitivity of detected ions [130].  
1.4. Device Design and Fabrication: 
  In the neuronal system, electrical signals transfer through neural interfaces 
connecting the nervous. These neural interfaces can be damaged when severe 
neuro diseases affect the brain. Then, a replaced device would be necessary to 
transfer the neural information instead [131]. Nanomaterials-based 
microelectrodes have been performed in different designs as the best candidate 
for bio-sensing applications [131, 132]. Each design will be demonstrated with 
selected example and related fabrication methods. 
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1.4.1. Arrays 
1.4.1.1. Micro-Electrode Arrays (MEAs) 
 Micro-electrode arrays (MEAs) (Figure 1.12) is a new sensor platform 
fabricated to meet required testing capabilities, diversity, and flexibility that could 
not be achieved using traditional sensors platform. The distinguished 
arrangement of MEAs showed the stimulated response of electrochemical 
analytical methods added to enhanced qualitative and quantitative testing 
possibilities. MEAs can identify the low levels of targeted analytes such as cations 
and ions at aqueous systems. Furthermore, MEAs have been intensively 
demanded for neural activities measurements. The main advantage of MEAs is 
the ability to stimulate neurons at different sites, record the neurons signals, and 
provide long-term measurements simultaneously [133]. This design offers 
increased surface area as many electrodes set on an array [134].  
 
Figure 1.12 Micro-electrode array biochip 
1.4.1.1.1. CNTs Based MEAs 
 Carbon nanotubes microelectrodes (CNTMEs) (Figure 1.13) have attracted 
much more attention to fabricate MEAs due to excellent biocompatibility, the 
capability to fabricate small and scalable carbon nanotube microelectrode arrays 
(CNTMEAs), and high efficiency when treating neuronal disorders. The 
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distinguished properties of CNTs have made them a candidate for future neuronal 
stimulation investigations. MEAs made of CNTs introduced a challenging 
electronic system to overcome the limited performance of traditional MEAs. The 
fundamental property of CNTMEAs is that it can be fabricated in small dimensions 
which is useful for neuronal interfaces and minimised tissue damage compared 
to large MEAs. The other factor that should be considered is that low generated 
impedance while injecting the microelectrodes to accelerate charge transfer 
between tissues and the electrode. Therefore, to ensure the application of 
electrodes with small sizes and without losing or affecting other properties, 
performed electrodes should have a high surface to volume ratios. Luckily, CNTs 
offered all mentioned properties for neural cell adhesion and stimulation. CNTs 
showed relatively rough, polar, charged, and excellent electrochemistry that lead 
to developed electrode arrays which can be used for implantable investigations.   
 
 
Figure 1.13 A flexible CNT-based MEA. Inset: flexible CNT-based MEA designed 
for in vivo applications [135] 
1.4.1.1.1.1. Fabrication of CNTs Based MEAs  
 First of all, silicon substrates were treated with oxygen plasma to remove all 
contaminants. Uncured polymers such as parylene C, polyimide, or poly 
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dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) were casted on Si substrate to support the CNTs film.  
The growth of MWNTs directly done to the substrates by catalyst-enhanced CVD 
method using ethylene as a source for carbon atoms. This method showed a 
good control over MWNTs length with low impedance. When curing is applied, 
CNTs and the polymer can be peeled-off from the substrate using adhesive tape 
(Figure 1.14). It’s worth mentioning that, diversity of used polymers offered the 
opportunity to prepare CNT-based different MEAs to fit for specific applications. 
Also, some fabrication procedure can be supported by UV-ozone treatment to 
change surface properties from hydrophobic to hydrophilic. The carried-out 
treatment minimised the impedance down to 50 times compared to untreated 
electrode surfaces.  
 
Figure 1.14 CNT flexible MEAs. (1) catalyst layer. (2) the grown CNT film by CVD. 
(3) film transfer to a polymeric support. (4) a second polymeric layer bonded with 
the CNT [130] 
1.4.2. Fibers 
1.4.2.1. Probe/Fiber-Shaped Electrodes:  
 The probe design offered great advantages for neuronal measurements 
when performed (Figure 1.15). Sensors-based probe style have distinguished 
features, ability to be fabricated in micro-size is one of them. Micro-sized 
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probe/fiber sensors can be used for biosensing implantation purposes with 
potential efficiency greater than larger sensors. This is because small-sized 
electrodes can cause little tissue damage (rupture) when penetrated inside the 
skin. Also, surface to volume ratio could be huge especially probe sensors-based 
nanomaterials. Nanomaterials have proven to be more beneficial for the 
fabrication of probe-designed sensors compared to others. They provide an 
attractive platform for precise neuromonitoring and effective signals recording 
through overcoming the inflammation problem and revealing high flexibility.  
 
Figure 1.15 Probe style implanted electrode [136] 
1.4.2.1.1. CNTs Fibers Based Probe-Shaped Electrodes  
 Fascinating electrical, chemical and mechanical properties of CNTs, 
compared to other nanomaterials, have made them a promising material for the 
development of implantable probe-sensors [137, 138]. Large surface area 
revealed by CNTs is an interesting factor for increased absorption of 
biomolecules. Also, low surface defects on nanotubes walls reduce electrons 
scattering which is responsible for excellent electrical conductivity. Moreover, 
mechanical indicators such as Young’s modulus offered the enormous strength 
of CNTs compared to metals. Among all CNTs forms, significant advantages 
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have been illustrated by CNTs fibres as an ideal candidate for probe-sensors 
fabrication. CNTs fibres showed excellent bio-compatibility and suitable geometry 
when assembled together to give the final yarn/ probe style [131]. The structure 
of CNTs fibres revealed vertical alignment and rich porosity have worked as a 
bridge to permit ions and electrons within nanotubes layers easily and enhance 
electrical conductivity (Figure 1.16). When penetrated, CNTs fibres would create 
a very low gap between actual tissues and decrease the electrical impedance. 
Furthermore, CNT fibres can be grafted without changing bundles network or 
separating the fibre strands, besides, the obtained fibre performs in respect to 
synergetic properties of basic components. Nevertheless, CNT fibres can be 
twisted with each other to form yarns under controllable sizes, and that offers the 
simplicity of handling.  
 
Figure 1.16 Pristine MWNTs microelectrode yarn 
 
1.4.2.1.1.1.  Fabrication of CNT Fibres: 
1.4.2.1.1.1.1. Wet-Spinning Technology: 
CNT fibres can be spun using a wet-spinning process. In this method, 
nanotubes dispersion is injected into a coagulating bath through the centre of a 
cylindrical flow where it becomes solid into a CNT fibre. The density of 
coagulating bath should be the same as nanotube dispersion to obtain long fibres 
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(around several meters) [96, 139]. The type of produced fibres can be affected 
by several factors including the viscosity of the spinning solution, composition, 
concentration and temperature of the coagulation bath, and drawing process 
(Figure 1.17) [140]. Wet-spun fibres have multiple applications such as 
microelectrodes and biomedical sensors, among others. To the best of our 
knowledge, producing highly aligned CNTs fibres using this method needs 
additional steps which leads to high cost [141]. 
 
Figure 1.17 Schematic showing the setup used for wet-spinning of fibres [141]  
1.4.2.1.1.1.2. Direct Drawing from CNT Forest Method: 
CNTs forests used for chemical and industrial applications synthesised by 
CVD technology. The methodology of CNT fabrication generally includes the 
primary source of carbon atoms such as Acetylene gas, C2H2, to prepare the 
MWNT forest placed on a silicon substrate. During the chemical reaction inside 
the CVD furnace, CNTs are vertically assembled with the assistance of metal 
catalysts decomposition. The deposited forest, then used as a precursor for 
MWNT fibres preparation by pulling out arrays of nanotubes converted into long 
MWNT sheets. The MWNT sheets attached to a wooden frame and DC motor to 
transform them into the yarn structure by twisting (Figure 1.18). Van-der waals 
forces promote interaction among the CNTs arrays, and that enables fibres 
extension as demanded [142, 143].      
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 It can be said that governing the growth conditions (i.e. catalytic metal, 
hydrocarbon sources, gas flow rate, reaction temperature and time) can control 
the properties of produced CNTs (i.e. length, orientation and diameter of the 
tubes). For example, unsaturated hydrocarbons had much higher yields and 
deposition rates than saturated gases; also, the saturated gases tend to produce 
highly graphitised filaments with fewer walls compared to unsaturated gases [89, 
144-146]. Also, CVD enables high purity production of CNTs forest, using low 
temperature (550−1000 C ̊) which makes easy access in laboratories and holding 
the catalyst on the substrate leads to growing vertically aligned CNTs fibres [147]. 
 
Figure 1.18 SEM image of CNT forest during twist insertion to form pristine 
yarns [33]. 
1.4.3. Strips  
1.4.3.1.  Strip-Shaped Electrodes  
 Sensing strip is another sensor platform used to provide flexibility and 
desirable sensing measurement that is typically applied to biological systems. 
Strip design (Figure 1.19) delivers several advantages required for a proper 
research study at laboratory and commercial stages. Common strip sensors are 
flexible substrates which allow films deposition which is required for enhanced 
electrodes performance. This is because, the deposition of films composites 
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especially from conductive, biocompatible, and sensitive materials can effectively 
improve the performance of employed strip sensors in comparison to traditional 
sensors platform. Furthermore, the produced strips can be fabricated in different 
sizes without affecting materials properties which lead to the possibility of mass 
production suitable for industrial applications as well [148].  
 
 
Figure 1.19 Strip-shaped electrode 
 
1.4.3.1.1. Graphene Composites-Based Strip-Shaped Electrodes 
 G is one of the nanomaterials which shows excellent catalytic activity and 
electron transfer properties and has encouraged many research studies to 
develop sensors-strips based G. Large surface area, high thermal and electrical 
conductivities, attractive stiffness and elasticity all gathered to ensure remarkable 
detection of biomolecules found in nanoscale. But, G shows re-stacking problem 
between layers, therefore, for improved strips performance, G composites have 
been introduced for deposited films preparation. Polymers or metal nanoparticles-
based G composites represent the best candidates to prepare deposited G 
composites for strips fabrication. Polymers are simple and lightweight to prepare 
and are widely used in biomedical studies. The mechanical, thermal, and 
electrochemical properties of G were superior by preparing polymer-based G 
composites. 
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1.4.3.1.1.1.  Fabrication of Graphene Composite Strips 
1.4.3.1.1.1.1. Transfer Printing of Graphene Strips 
  G layers were directly grown on high purity Cu wires using CVD technology 
(Figure 1.20).  Prior to this step, temperature and pressure of CVD chamber were 
set to control well the growth system. Later, the as-grown graphene placed on 
PDMS where Cu wires were also attached to its surface and flattened in Fe 
(NO3)3 solution. PDMS submerged in DI water for 24 h to remove residues. After 
that, graphene strips can be transferred into a substrate by pressing PDMS for 
30 mins. The final strips had either single, double, or several-layered graphene 
depending on CVD growth condition [149].  
 
Figure 1.20 Schematic illustration of the preparation of CVD G strips [149] 
 
1.4.3.1.1.1.2. Deposition of Graphene Composites into Strips 
  It’s a simple fabrication method that utilizes affordable materials such as 
(powder of G, conductive silver tape, adhesive tape, PVC mask, and copper 
tape). On the PVC sheet, three channels can be made using a laser source. One 
of the sheet sides should be taped to form a flexible substrate with adhesive three 
channels. G powder was rubbed, then on the channels to create smooth and 
uniform surface followed by using copper tape. To increase the connection 
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between copper and G, silver glue was applied (Figure 1.21). The final strip was 
stored at room temperature, then, washed to remove excessive G particles [148].  
 
Figure 1.21 Disposable G sensor strip. (a) raw materials. (b) layers assembly 
process. (c) the final sensor strip [148] 
1.5. Aims and Structure of This Project 
1.5.1. Aims 
1.5.1.1. First Milestone: 
 The high demand to prepare new styles of electrochemical sensors for 
biosensing investigations has motivated us to create the first novel idea in this 
work. The new hybrid electrode was fabricated and developed in a probe style 
based on MWCNTs yarn modified with nafion by dip-coating approach for the 
determination of DA with the common interferences UA and AA. The as-prepared 
yarn showed excellent sensitivity and selectivity with a better detection limit of DA 
compared to available conventional electrodes. The surface morphology and 
electrochemical performance were thoroughly studied using FESEM, Raman, 
FTIR, CV and DPV techniques.  
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1.5.1.2. Second Milestone: 
 The second design reported on this project was based on strip style using 
RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion composite dispersion towards 5-HT detection in the 
presence of DA. Smart electrical and electro-active properties reflected by this 
unique sensor beneficial for 5-HT detection. Qualitative and quantitative physio-
electrochemical studies were accomplished using FESEM, Raman, FTIR, CV and 
DPV technologies to the ultimate understanding of the sensor’s features and 
electrochemical performance. The sensor displayed adsorption priority to 5-HT 
compared to co-existed DA. Also, this electrode offered low cost, easily handled 
and precise preparation method.    
1.5.2. Organization of Thesis Chapters  
The organisation of thesis chapters included the following: 
v Chapter one presents information about neurotransmitters, especially, DA 
and 5-HT with related diseases and electrochemical redox reactions. CNTs and 
RGO were also explained in this chapter with synthesis methods, electrochemical 
performance and biosensing applications. In addition, comparison between 
conventional and electrochemical methods was provided. Also, selected were 
devices design and related fabrication methods. 
v Chapter two shows methodology of this project including; chemicals, 
reagents, and equipment used for both characterisation and electrochemical 
testing purposes. Also, testing approach conducted for experiments with 
fabrication methods used in this project. 
v Chapter three discussed the improved sensitivity and selectivity of 
MWNT/nafion sensor designed in probe/yarn style towards electrochemical 
detection of DA in the presence of bio-interferences; UA and AA. Furthermore, 
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preparation methods, physical and electrochemical characterisation results was 
also presented in this chapter. 
v Chapter four displays the enhanced sensitivity, selectivity and redox reaction 
of 5-HT in the existence of DA at the RGO-PEDOT/PSS-nafion strip sensor. 
Preparation methods in addition to all the data regarding separate and 
simultaneous investigations of 5-HT addressed as well. 
v Chapter five reviews conclusion and future perspectives of this research 
study. 
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Chapter 2 
Experiments and Techniques 
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This chapter provides an overview of materials, experiments; techniques 
and instruments used in this research. All electrochemical experiments (Cyclic 
Voltammetry, CV, and Differential Pulse voltammetry, DPV) and physical 
characterisations (Raman spectroscopy, FTIR: Furrier transfer infrared 
spectroscopy, and SEM; Scanning Electron Microscope) applied at intelligent 
polymer research institute (IPRI), University of Wollongong.  
 2.1. Reagents and Materials 
Reagents and materials used in this research addressed below: 
CHEMICAL COMPANY 
DOPAMINE Sigma Aldrich 
SEROTONIN Sigma Aldrich 
ASCORBIC ACID Sigma Aldrich 
URIC ACID Sigma Aldrich 
PBS TABLETS Cabiochem 
NAFION Ion Power 
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL Honeywell Inc. 
SODIUM CHLORIDE Sigma Aldrich 
ACETONE Ajax 
HYDROCHLORIC ACID Chem-Supply 
SULFURIC ACID Chem-Supply 
(PEDOT/PSS) PELLETS Agfa 
GRAPHITE FLAKES Sigma Aldrich 
ETHANOL Ajax 
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ACETONE Ajax 
HYDROCHLORIC ACID Chem-Supply 
 
Table 2.1 Reagents and materials used in current research 
 
2.2. Materials Preparation Methods 
 2.2.1. CVD Growth of MWNTs Forest  
 MWNTs forest used in the current study was already synthesized by CVD 
technique.  In this method, iron nanoparticles are used to decompose a 
hydrocarbon vapor and grow CNTs on silicon substrate like a forest with ~ 400 
µm high and uniform structure. Based on catalyst type and structure, set gas 
pressure and temperature, flow rates, and composition of hydrocarbon source, 
the production of CNTs forests would be influenced. The as-prepared CNTs 
forest used basically to obtain MWNTs fibers by drawing then converted to micro-
sized MWNTs yarn by twisting.  
 
2.2.1.1 Oxygen Plasma Treatment: 
   A harrick plasma system (model PDC-002) was used to perform radio-
frequency under vacuum connected to XDS-10 dry vacuum (BOC-Edwards) and 
generate the plasma. The plasma treatment runs at room temperature and 1.1 
torr pressure for 20 minutes using oxygen gas in high purity. The applied oxygen 
generates functional groups on the surface of CNTs material. This method is 
preferred more than another activation process due to short time operated, and 
low temperature used. 
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Figure 2.1 Harrick plasma generator equipment 
 
2.2.3.  Preparation Stages of RGO/PEDOT: PSS Dispersion: 
2.2.3.1. Preparation of PEDOT:PSS dispersion:  
About 20 mg of PEDOT:PSS was dispersed per mL of DI water with applied 
stirring overnight by a magnetic stirrer. Before the following step, the stirred 
solution was sonicated using (Branson B5500R-DTH bath sonicator, low power) 
for 30 minutes [1]. 
2.2.3.2. Preparation of Graphene Oxide dispersion:  
Based on modified Hummers method, GO dispersion has been prepared 
[2]. To begin with, a mixture containing each of H2SO4: H3PO4 (360:40 mL), 
graphite flakes (3 g) and KMnO4 (18 g) was made [3]. The mixture then exposed 
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to heating (50 Cº), stirring (14 hrs), followed by cooling down to room 
temperature. The cooled mixture cast on the ice and stirred again for a half an 
hour. The centrifuge conducted at 4,400 rpm for less than 30 min. The resulted 
sediments were well washed and centrifuged with HCl twice and then dispersed 
in water and dialysed for seven days. The GO dispersion finally obtained by probe 
sonicating (Branson Digital sonifier, 400-watt, 38 % amplitude) the purified 
graphite oxide dispersion for one hr, with a pulse of two seconds on and one 
second off, totally 1.5 hrs [4]. 
2.2.3.3. Preparation of RGO/PEDOT:PSS dispersion:  
The RGO/PEDOT:PSS nanocomposite prepared by the addition of PEDOT: 
PSS into the RGO dispersion. The total concentration maintained at 20 mg per 
mL [2-4]. Branson B5500R-DTH bath sonicator was used to thoroughly mix the 
PE DOT/PSS pallets and RGO dispersion (Figure 2.2). 
 
Figure 2.2 Illustration of RGO/PEDOT:PSS dispersion preparation 
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2.3. Physical Characterisation Techniques 
To investigate the electrodes surface entirely, set of equipment were used: 
2.3.1. Scanning Electron Microscope 
SEM is one of the characterization techniques used to study the morphology 
of materials with nano-dimensions (Figure 2.3). In this technology, samples are 
exposed to high energy beam of electrons through thermionic, Schottky or field 
emission cathode to obtain SEM images [5]. Herein, materials of fabricated 
electrodes were characterized using a field emission scanning electron 
microscope FESEM 7500 (JEOL Ltd., Japan). For samples preparation, adhesive 
carbon tape was used to place pristine and nafion coated MWNTs yarn on a 
specific stage which will be mounted on a specimen holder. The specimen holder 
is then inserted into a vacuum system to characterize the material. The same 
testing approach was used with RGO/PEDOT:PSS films with and without nafion.  
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Figure 2.3 Field emission scanning electron microscope 
2.3.2. Raman Spectroscopy 
Morphology of MWNTs and RGO samples were also studied using jobin-
yvon horbia 800 (Figure 2.4). The samples were excited by laser at a wavelength 
632.8 nm on 1800 lines.mm-1 and room temperature. When laser hit the 
specimens, photons started to scatter. The scattered photons have different 
energies which were noticed during the procedure. The recorded changes in 
energy and scattered light are dependent to photons wavelength and molecules 
frequencies of tested samples [6].  
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Figure 2.4 Jobin-yvon horiba 800 Raman spectrometer 
2.3.4.3. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 
FTIR is complementary to Raman spectrum. The infrared spectrum is a 
fingerprint of a sample created by absorption, emission, photoconductivity and 
Raman scattering of a solid, gas or liquid [7]. AIM-8800 (shimadzu corporation, 
Japan, (Figure 2.5)) infrared microscope was used in the current study to obtain 
FTIR spectrum of MWNTs and RGO samples. Due to each material is a unique 
combination of atoms, and there are no two compounds produce a similar infrared 
spectrum. Therefore, infrared spectroscopy can result in a positive identification 
(qualitative analysis) of every different kind of material. In addition, the size of the 
peaks in the spectrum is a direct indication of the amount of material present. To 
conclude that the infrared spectroscopy is an excellent tool for quantitative 
analysis based on the modern software algorithms. This method studies the 
presence of functional groups to nafion coated MWNTs yarn as well as 
RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion composite films.  
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Figure 2.5 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer 
2.4. Electrochemical Characterisation Techniques 
  Electrochemical analytical methods were conducted using CHI-660D 
electrochemical workstation (Figure 2.6) and three electrodes cell setup.  
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Figure 2.6 CHI instrument for electrochemical analytical testing 
2.4.1. Cyclic Voltammetry 
CV is an electroanalytical method intensively used to study mechanism, 
kinetics, and thermodynamics of chemical reactions at different electrodes 
surfaces. CV setup includes three-electrodes system; WE, a CE, and a RE in 
order to obtain the I-E dependency. In classical CV triangular waveform, the 
applied potential is continuously swept from the initial E to final E, then back to 
initial E and so on. The repeating process indicated the current versus potential 
(I vs E) to obtain multi-cycles of CV.  
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Figure 2.7 Triangle waveform used in CV 
 
 
    
  
 
Table 2.2 Electrodes’ connection at CV setup 
  CV experiment performed in the presence of DA in PBS solution at bare GC 
electrode surface (Figure 2.8). At ten mV.s-1 scan rate, the potential was swept 
from initial to final potentials (-0.2 V and +0.6 V respectively) then swept back to 
initial potential to give the revealed CV shapes. During this process, anodic (Ipa) 
and cathodic currents (IPC) created when the potential reaches particular 
potentials needed to oxidise (Epa) or reduce (EPC) DA during CV cycle. The 
separation between voltage (DE) in CV curve added to other factors (explained in 
equations 2.1 & 2.2) are important to indicate reversible reaction at an electrode.  
clamp electrode 
green WE 
white RE  
red AE 
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n × Δ Ep = 59 mV  (2.1) 
n= Ipa / Ipc   (2.2) 
 
Figure 2.8 CV at GCE in a PBS solution with 20 µM DA 
As seen in figure 2.8, GC electrode showed reversible CV shape and clear redox 
signals.  
2.4.2. Differential Pulse voltammetry 
DPV is another electrochemical technology study the oxidation-reduction 
properties of tested electroactive and conductive materials. The pulse width in 
one of DPV parameters set based on time length from initial E to final E. By 
repeating the previous step, the potential between WE and RF will be steadily 
changed [2].  The obtained potential difference (DE) is then plotted versus the 
current between WE and CE. Notably, as the change in potential and current is 
slight, DPV has been considered as extremely sensitive technology to detect 
materials concentration at low concentration in relative to the signal current. In 
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presented 2.8 figure, CHI electrochemical workstation was used to monitor the 
concentration and redox signals of DA at a GC electrode surface.   
 
Figure 2.9 (A) a typical differential pulse voltammetry curve of a GCE in a PBS 
solution with DA [9]. (B) the potential waveform for DPV [9] 
2.4.3. Amperometry 
Amperometry is a single potential step where the current is collected based 
on forwarding reaction [6]. At this method, the potential is swept towards the 
working electrode and holds at a constant value.  When the experiment starts, 
the current is not generated yet and the concentration of redox species is zero. 
Mass transport of tested species then takes place via diffusion process and the 
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recorded current explain the changes in electroactive species concentration at 
the surface of the electrode [7].  
Cottrell equation describes the current obtained from chronoamperometry 
technique when using a reversible redox reaction: 
IL(t) = nFAD1/2 C (p t) -1/2……… (4)
  
n = number of electrons took part in the reaction, F = faraday’s constant, A = the 
area of the electrode, D = diffusion coefficient, and C = concentration of redox 
species. 
 
Figure 2.10 Amperometry i-t response of successive additions of DA into PBS 
solution (7.4 pH) at the surface of modified GC electrode and 0.2 V potential 
with stirring 
In figure 2.10, amperometry test was carried out in PBS (pH 7.4) at a 
constant potential and stable stirring. Successive additions of DA were adjusted 
and added to PBS solution. The modified GC electrode tested at 0.2 V potential 
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(where DA molecules are electrochemically oxidised). After each addition, the 
current increased rapidly and reached a stable step. This behaviour indicated fast 
oxidation of DA at carbon-based electrodes. 
In the current study, Amperometry investigations were held towards 
targeted bio-molecules using different designed working electrodes. For 
example, MWNT/nafion yarn sensor was tested towards series of DA 
concentration simultaneously with a single concentration of UA and AA at a 
constant potential. For the second claimed biomolecule (5-HT) RGO-
PEDOT/PSS-nafion strip sensors were also tested towards series of 5-HT 
concentration simultaneously with a single concentration of DA.  
2.5. Additional Equipment: 
2.5.1. Sensitive Nanoscale: 
The ultrasensitive scale was used to measure milli or nano-gram weight of 
all investigated chemicals. The scale was set inside the hood with well ventilation 
and light controlled (Figure 2.10). 
 
 
Figure 2.11 Nanoscale equipment 
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2.5.2. Bath Sonicator: 
Branson B5500R-DTH bath sonicator, low power was used to well mix the 
PE DOT/PSS pallets and RGO dispersion (Figure 2.11) [4, 5]. 
 
Figure 2.12 Bath sonicator equipment 
2.5. Testing Approach: 
Before running experiments, several steps should be made such as: 
1. Solutions preparation: up to planned experiments in chapters 3 and 4, 5-HT, 
DA, UA, and AA solutions freshly prepared as follows:  
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Table 2.3 Stock solutions of DA and 5-HT 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.4 Stock solutions of UA and AA 
2. Purging nitrogen gas (N2) for 10 minutes inside each solution. 
3. Burning Pt. mesh to use it as CE. 
4. PH of PBS solution equals to 7.4. 
5. Choosing suitable electrochemical workstation, in our studies, we used 
instrument model= CHI660D. 
6. Electrode’s connection (setup electrochemical electrodes: WE, CE, and RE).  
 
chemical prepared solutions in PBS 
        
5-HT or 
DA 
1 mM (to test concentrations from 1 to 10 µM) 
100 µM (to test concentrations from 0.1 to 1 uM) 
10 µM (to test concentrations from 0.01 to 0.1 µM) 
chemical prepared solutions in PBS 
 
AA or UA 
10 mM (to test concentrations from 10 µM and 
up as the real level of AA or UA is 100-1000 
times higher than DA or 5-HT in the brain. 
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Figure 2.13 Electrochemical cell setup using three electrodes system 
7. Set the parameters as indicated below in tables 2.5 and 2.6. 
 
 
 
Table 2.5 Input parameters of CV 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
parameter values parameter values 
initial E 0 V High E +0.6 V 
final E 0 V Low E -0.1 V 
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Table 2.6 Input parameters of DPV  
parameter values parameter values 
  initial E  –0.1V pulse width 0.05 s. 
   final E  +0.6V sample width 0.025 s 
   incr E 0.004 V  pulse period 0.2 s 
amplitude 0.05 V   
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3.1. Abstract:  
The demands for electrochemical sensor materials with high strength and 
durability in physiological conditions continue to grow, and novel approaches 
enabled by the advent of new electromaterials and novel fabrication technologies. 
Herein, we demonstrate a probe-style electrochemical sensor using highly 
flexible and conductive MWNT yarns. The MWNT yarn-based sensors fabricated 
onto micro Pt-wire with a controlled diameter varying from 100 to 300 µm, and 
then further modified with nafion via a dip-coating approach. The fabricated 
micro-sized sensors characterised by electron microscopy, Raman, FTIR, 
electrical and electrochemical measurements. For the first time, the 
MWNT/nafion yarn-based probe sensors have been assembled and assessed for 
high-performance DA sensing, showing a significant improvement in both 
sensitivity and selectivity in dopamine detection in the presence of AA and UA. It 
offers the potential to be further developed as implantable probe sensors. 
3.2. Introduction 
In the CNS, a large number of neurotransmitters clinically diagnosed that 
are electrochemically active [1, 2]. One of the essential and intensively studied 
neurotransmitters is DA. It belongs to catecholamine’s family and functions as a 
chemical messenger between neighbored neurons to transfer neuronal signals 
instantly. It also shows a significant role in neurochemical and neurohormonal 
indications of the mammalian brain [3-5]. Decreased or increased quantity of DA 
in CNS associates with SZ, AD and PD (pathogenesis disorders diseases 
affecting elders brain system) [3, 5-7]. Therefore, DA sensing and recognition are 
of great importance in clinical diagnostic applications, hence, introducing 
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dramatic benefits for disorders treatment [8, 9]. Metabolism and dynamic of DA 
and other catecholamines enormously studied via different techniques; however, 
they were expensive, take a prolonged time to operate, and incapable to 
selectively and sensitively detect the aimed biomolecules at sub-micromolar 
concentrations. In other words, the traditional electrode is insufficient to 
investigate neurotransmitters thoroughly. Due to the electroactive nature of DA, 
tremendous efforts made into electrochemical techniques in respect to 
indispensable advantages suggested simple analytical method and possibility of 
mass production. Also, electrochemical devices fabricated in small sizes attracted 
for brain implanting destinations [9, 10]. Therefore, a great deal has been made 
to develop electrochemical electrodes fit for monitoring DA changes through 
sensitive and inexpensive devices for rapid and highly accurate detection.  
Although electrochemical methods have gained interested attention, recent 
studies pointed out some significant challenges limiting the efficiency of 
conventional electrodes, in particular, for DA determination. First of all, traditional 
electrodes fabricated in large sizes (more than 1 mm in diameter) which causes 
high skin destruction when cultured for bio-monitoring requirements [10, 13]. For 
voltammetry detection, lack of DA selectivity of the signal revealed at most of the 
stated devices. This problem undoubtedly noticed when oxidation peak of DA 
overlapped with UA and AA signals whose concentrations are typically 102-103 
times higher than DA in biological tissues [10, 14-16].  In addition to that, 
reproducibility of manufactured electrodes not widely reported. It can be said that 
there is an urgent need for new electrode design and development to address the 
above challenges and provide excellent sensitivity and selectivity for DA when 
simultaneously tested with common bio-interferences.  
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For this purpose, advanced electrochemical materials have been used to 
create new opportunities for the development of sensors. Distinctive structures of 
Carbon material, among them CNTs, have invented a novel platform for 
electrochemical detection applications. This uniquely miniaturised substance has 
been discovered in a late period of the twentieth century by the scientists Lijima, 
since that, chemistry researchers have focused on discovering the typical 
properties of CNTs upon different fields.   
Either in pristine form or combination with other polymers, CNTs exhibit 
superior mechanical, chemical and electronic properties [17-20]. For example, 
good biocompatibility, high reactivity, also sidewalls can be modified, and a large 
surface to volume ratio yield in high sensitivity of the biomolecule [20, 21]. As a 
consequence, they can be a potential material for biomedical, pharmaceutical 
and analytical sensing application. In return, sensors based on CNTs proven as 
highly sensitive, reproducible and affordable electrical sensors [21, 22]. CNT 
yarns and sheets, on the same hand, already show promising performance for a 
myriad of applications including electrodes, sensors, supercapacitors, and 
artificial muscles [17-19, 23, 24]. A variety of preparation techniques can be used 
to grow CNTs as a forest. For instance, they can be drawn off and twisted into a 
CNT yarn for the fabrication of three-dimensional structures. 
Surface functionalization is an important stage adapted to enhance the 
performance of CNTs sensors by adding biocompatible and superconductive 
polymers to produce composite structures [9, 25]. In this way, the final fabricated 
yarn reflects the mutual effect of both components. For example, surface coating 
with nafion (a perfluorinated sulfonated cation exchanger) remains a convenient 
approach to improve electrode surface characteristics with a good selectivity of 
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cations and long-lasting activated surface [14]. Thus, CNT/nafion sensor can be 
a potential device for improved biomolecular detection with significant outcomes 
compared to non-functionalized. Moreover, electrodes modification also can be 
done by oxygen plasma treatment. Although it does not last for long, it helps clean 
the surface from organic and inorganic contaminants and prepares the surface 
for further attachment with oxygen-containing groups. It has been considered as 
green technology, simple and set for a short time [26].  
CNTs yarn developed and prepared in different shapes and designs based 
on conventional fabrication methods. For instance, previous studies have 
demonstrated the preparation of disk electrodes using CNT yarn for detection of 
DA [27, 28]. The disadvantage of mentioned CNT disk showed by using only the 
tip of the electrode, and the minimum concentration that could be spotted is 1 µM. 
Also, AA and UA not included in the experiments which commonly interferes with 
DA. It can be said that; the requirements needed for sensors fabrication cannot 
meet by traditional preparation methods due to obvious weakness. As a result, 
new approaches emerged and developed based on probe sensors as optimal 
miniaturisation technique towards probe-style advancement in bio-
electrochemical sensors. In our group, micro-sized probe sensors based on 
CNTs yarn modified with nafion at different successfully prepared. The as-
prepared yarn shows mutual advantages of essential components [11, 17]. The 
fabrication method consisted of few steps started via a direct drawing of CNT 
fibres from already synthesised CNT forest, next, these fibres (or filaments) would 
continuously twist until the minimum diameter formed (i.e. 100 - 300 µm). For in 
vivo applications, the newly prepared probe may potentially lessen damaged 
tissues. Furthermore, strong mechanical properties, high structural flexibility, high 
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thermal and electrical conductivities, good corrosion and oxidation resistivity, and 
large surface area, in comparison to other conductive wires, have created 
distinctive and promising role when employed. Likewise, aligned and uniformly 
packed structure of CNT strands is effectively promoting electrons transfer by 
working as a bridge, pathway, for extended current accumulating, hence, 
optimum for sensors [11, 29, 30]. 
The carefully selected surface modification can either supply engagement 
sites of specific molecules or enhance particular chemical reactions as a catalyst, 
these all enables optimal sensor performance [31]. Defects density (adsorption 
sites) can enormously increase, subsequently, maximises the redox reaction of 
targeted molecules by increasing the electron transfer kinetic [32]. Nafion coating, 
for example, has been extensively used for in vivo sensing applications as 
attractive and straightforward surface modification approach. In fact, the 
negatively charged group (-SO3) in nafion’s structure allows excellent 
permeability to cations, which can enormously facilitate cation loading, resulting 
in enhanced selectivity and sensitivity towards some essential compounds such 
as DA. Also, nafion coating considered as one of the long-lasting coatings [31, 
32]. Another advantage of nafion is that it can easily apply onto different surfaces 
via directly dip coating approach.  
In this chapter, we demonstrated twisted MWNT yarn fabricated from spin-
able aligned-MWNT sheets to function as probe sensors. The applied 
electrochemical techniques recorded high selectivity and sensitivity for DA 
detection, even though, UA and AA were co-existed during the testing process. 
We also undertook nafion coating on the MWNTs yarn electrode and investigated 
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the role of nafion in obtaining selective detection of DA in the presence of UA and 
AA (common interferences) compared to the non-modified electrode. 
3.3. Materials and Methods  
3.3.1. Materials 
Dopamine hydrochloride (DA, C8H11NO2.HCl), uric acid (UA, C5H4N4O3), 
and ascorbic acid (AA, C6H8O6) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. DA, AA and UA 
solutions were prepared respectively using freshly prepared PBS buffer. Before 
the electrochemical characterisation, all the solutions were purged with nitrogen 
(N2) to remove oxygen. Nafion polymer solution (5%) purchased from ion power, 
inc.  
3.3.2. Fabrication of the MWNT yarn: 
 Fabrication of MWNTs fibres starts by pulling out continuous CNT arrays 
from the forest terminate precisely and gently (the forest already deposited on 
Silicon substrate with ~ 400 µm high) [19, 33]. Notably, CNT arrays (also known 
as strands or bundles) interact with themselves via van-der waals forces and that 
supports fibres extension up to 30 cm roughly. In the same time, CNTs strands 
have vertical orientation due to generating from the uniform forest. The drawn 
bundles then overlaid with each other and connected to a single point. Next, the 
whole bunch of strands attached to a DC motor to start twisting process. By the 
time, the bundles become close to each other progressively until the air gaps 
decrease or disappear.  The final CNT yarn got disconnected from the motor ends 
and stored for following characterisation and applications. Also, a platinum wire 
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(Ø = 20 µm) twisted into yarn structure during yarn fabrication process as 
supporting material, Figure (3.1). 
  To carry-out the modification with nafion, the obtained MWNT yarn 
electrode directly dipped into a nafion solution for 10 mins, 1 hour, and 2 hours 
to find out optimised factors for yarn’s performance. The coating procedure 
followed by a drying step in an oven at 60 Cº. Prior to the nafion coating 
procedure, the MWNT yarns firstly activated by oxygen plasma treatment for 20 
mins, which is critical to achieving a uniform and stable nafion coating on the 
MWNT yarns. 
 
Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of the preparation method of nafion/MWNT yarn 
(A to E) 
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3.3.3. Physiochemical Characterization of the Micro-sized MWNT Nano-
Yarn Probe: 
The micro-sized MWNT nano-yarn was tested by Raman spectroscopy using 
a jobin-yvon horbia 800, and FTIR spectroscopy using the shimadzu AIM8000 
FT-IR spectrometer. The surface morphology of the pristine (Figure 3.2A) and 
nafion coated (Figure 3.2C) MWNT yarn was evaluated using a field emission 
scanning electron microscope (FESEM JEOL7500FA). It clearly shows that the 
MWNT yarn uniformly covered by nafion layer after proper dip-coating process 
[25].  
3.3.4. Electrochemical Characterization: 
The three electrodes system used for electrochemical performance 
evaluation including MWNT yarn as the WE, Ag/AgCl as RE and the platinum 
mesh was a CE. PBS (at pH=7.4) was the basic electrolyte in all experiments. 
The high and low potential (E) set on 0.6 V and -0.1V respectively in cyclic 
voltammetry (CV) testing with applied scan rates ranged from 0.01 to 0.2 (V/s). 
For differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) detection, the parameters were as follow 
Incr. E=0.004, amplitude=0.05, pulse width=0.05 and pulse period=0.2. Both CV 
and DPV were conducted using a CHI-instrument (660D) electrochemical 
workstation. 
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3.4. Results and discussion: 
3.4.1.  Physical Characterization of the Micro-sized MWNT Nano-yarn 
Probe 
3.4.1.1. FESEM Results 
Morphology of MWNT yarn, pristine and modified with nafion, were 
investigated by SEM technology. The results show obvious changes were made 
to MWNT fibres once coated with nafion polymer. SEM image in figure 3.2D 
showed that nafion liquid had successfully coated MWNTs filaments. This is 
because the observed MWNT networks in figure 3.2D revealed densely packed 
structures in comparison with uncoated MWNT fibres in figure 3.2B. In addition, 
nafion modified MWNT yarn (Fig 3.2C) clearly indicates smaller diameter 
compared to pristine MWNT yarn in figure 3.2A. The reason is that nafion liquid 
has penetrated within porous structures among MWNT bundles. Moreover, 
pristine yarn displayed uniform and vertically aligned strands of MWNTs which 
suggests that our preparation method presented in this work is controllable. So 
that, the present dipping process is efficient for mono and multi-filaments of 
MWNT fibres to be functionalized with nafion.   
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Figure 3.2 SEM images of uncoated (A) and nafion coated (C) MWNT yarn @ 10 
µm scale. Magnified SEM images of uncoated (B) and nafion coated (D) MWNT 
yarn @ 1 µm scale. 
3.4.1.2. Raman and FTIR Spectrums: 
Another characterisation method was applied using Raman technology. Fig. 
3.3 A shows the Raman spectra of both pristine and nafion-coated MWNT yarns. 
In fact, two distinguished bands highlighted in the Raman spectra called D and G 
bands. The first band, D, relates to the presence of any disorder caused by 
defects, functional groups on MWNT walls, or surface curvatures. While the 
second band, G, generates from heterogeneous tubes and in-plane vibrations of 
carbon bonds within graphitic layer [34-36]. On the same hand, both samples 
displayed sharp and intense D and G peaks at 1330cm-1 and 1591cm-1 
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respectively (Figure. 3.3A). Additional resonance known as 2D at 2650cm-1 
(overtone peak of the D band) corresponded to the MWNTs structure, in specific, 
has been seen as well [16, 37]. Furthermore, the Raman of nafion/MWNT yarn 
displays a clear increase in D band intensity compared to uncoated MWNTs, 
which could attribute to highly defective structure related to nafion layer. Likewise, 
ID/IG ratio (graphitisation index=R) has increased from 1 (the pristine) to 1.11 (the 
nafion/MWNT),  which supports the increased number of surface defects (or 
fractions) as well [34].  
FTIR technology was also carried out to analyse surface changes appear 
after modification method. These changes can be recognised by showing up new 
vibrations related to absorbed species which means new chemical groups 
attached to the surface of tested samples [36, 38]. Figure 3.3B shows the 
significant improvement in specific vibrations for hydroxyl (OH) at 954cm-1, 
1412cm -1, carboxyl (COOH) at 1616cm-1 and 1707cm-1 for carbonyl (C=O). The 
functional groups in figure 3.3 represented by C=O, COOH, and OH (negatively 
charged groups) which come from modifying the surface of pristine MWNTs yarn with 
oxygen plasma, then, nafion liquid in order to attract DA (positively charged ions) the 
main biomolecules that need to be detected in current study. Besides, bare MWNTs 
yarn revealed nearly plain FTIR response reflecting smooth and non-defective 
surface (Fig 3.3B).    
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Figure 3.3 (A) Raman spectra of pristine and nafion coated MWNT yarn. (B) FTIR 
spectra of pristine and nafion coated MWNT yarn. Inset has magnified the image 
of D,G,&D’. 
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 3.4.2. Electrochemical Performance of the Micro-sized Nafion/MWNT 
probe 
3.4.2.1. Optimization of Device Fabrication 
 Several parameters/factors were tested in advance to figure out optimised 
conditions of MWNT/nafion yarn for post-electrochemical investigations. These 
factors represented by short and prolonged times of dip-coating MWNT yarn in 
nafion, also subsequent layers of nafion set on yarn’s surface, and different 
practically applied surface area (length of yarn) customised for voltammetric 
measurements. The experiments included successive additions of DA 
simultaneously with UA and AA.  
3.4.2.1.1. Studying Voltammetric Effect of Dip-coating MWNT Yarn in 
Nafion at 0.17 h, 1h, and 2 hrs: 
In this chapter, we focused on improving the volumetric performance of 
untreated MWNT yarn by coating with nafion through a direct dipping process. 
Therefore, different times set while immersing MWNT yarn in nafion solution 
which is: 10 mins (0.17h), 1 hour, and 2 hours in the current study (Figure 3.4B, 
C, & D respectively). The resulting response collected from testing system 
included UA and AA at 200µM with the co-existence of series of DA 
concentrations started 0.2 up to 10µM. Before nafion coating, DA detection using 
untreated MWNT yarn performed as well. Figure 3.4A shows normalised DPV 
data obtained from pristine MWNT yarn at the same testing system in order to 
compare the electrode’s performance with nafion activation. The carried-out 
study indicated selective detection of DA, however, it is not highly sensitive. It can 
be seen that untreated MWNT yarn recorded very small (negligible) current 
reading belongs to 0.2µM of DA (at 0.14V) with a minor increase after further 
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additions.  Furthermore, the yarn showed oxidation signal of UA at 0.3V, but not 
AA. Later, the bare MWNT yarn was dip-coated in nafion for 10 mins, and the as-
prepared MWNT/nafion modified electrode voltammetrically tested. Improved 
sensitivity and selectivity exhibited of DA at the potential value (0.16V). Obvious 
oxidation-reduction signals were depicted, as in figure 3.4B, followed by linearly 
increased peaks correspond to successive additions of DA (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 
2, 4, 6, 8, & 10µM). In fact, both DA and UA revealed better results, compared to 
bare electrode Fig 3.4A, their oxidation peaks became well-shaped and clearly 
increased. The slight positive shift noticed in oxidation potential of DA suggested 
that MWNT/nafion probe has a much more electrochemical catalytic activity to 
that of DA than the unmodified probe. The reason is that nafion (the negatively 
charged polymer) possesses interested efficiency to DA adsorption by providing 
more adsorption sites attract cations, like DA, rather than anions.  
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Figure 3.4 Electrochemical investigations, DPV, of pristine MWNT yarn (A) when 
coated with nafion at different times: (B) MWNT yarn dip-coated in nafion for 10 
minutes, (C) MWNT yarn dip-coated in nafion for 1 hour, (D) MWNT yarn dip-
coated in nafion for 2 hours. 
Studying the effect of nafion coating was persisted by dipping a fresh MWNT 
yarn for longer times. Figure 3.4C illustrates observable oxidation signal belongs 
to DA at 0.16V, but, with a sharp decrease in current density, about an 8 folds 
decrease in the peak compared to figure 3.4B. The impressively decreased signal 
explained as an undesirable side effect of loading plentiful nafion on twisted 
filaments of the yarn. (This fact approved by coating MWNT yarn with three layers 
of nafion later on, figure 3.5D). Inserting MWNT yarn for 2 hours in nafion solution 
did not seem to reflect significant changes in DA response. The current height of 
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DA signal remains almost the same which suggests an undesirable effect of too 
much nafion. It can be concluded that, to remarkably appeal DA cations, less 
amount of nafion polymer is adequate to modify MWNT yarn and show excellent 
voltammetric detection of DA in compare to extra loaded one.  
3.4.2.1.2. Studying Voltammetric Effect of Coating MWNT Yarn with Single, 
Double, and Three Layers of Nafion:  
DPV experiments were carried out using MWNT yarn coated with a selected 
number of nafion layers, in particular, 1, 2, and 3 consecutive coatings. All the 
data compared to uncoated (bare) MWNT yarn during same testing conditions. 
At bare electrode, low concentrations of DA less defined at 0.16 V (representing 
minor oxidation peak as seen in figure 3.5A), besides good peak of UA. On the 
other hand, MWNT yarn coated by a single layer of nafion examined for 
simultaneous determination of DA, UA and AA biomolecules (figure 3.5B). Well 
recognised peak belongs to DA, at 0.16V, was noticed with high sensitivity. 
Despite UA found in a higher level than DA, these results proved enhanced 
sensitivity about 16 folds than in unmodified yarn as explained in figure 3.5A. 
Furthermore, MWNT probe coated by double layers of nafion has also been 
tested in the current study. In figure 3.5C, DA peak is profoundly dropped, about 
4 folds less compared to DA peak in figure 3.5B. Moreover, when the yarn was 
modified with three layers of nafion, a dramatic decrease in DA response clearly 
shown in DPV figure (3.5D). The reason is that extra amounts of nafion possibly 
blocked some active sites on electrode’s surface which leads to low permeability 
(access) and weakened catalytic activity. DPV figures in 3.4 and 3.5 are 
complementary to each other and demonstrate the claimed concept of nafion 
effect.   
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These findings correspond to the fact that thickness of deposited nafion 
layer has a key role in obtaining improved selective adsorption of DA when coated 
MWNT yarn. It has been stated that nafion improves the sensitivity of CNT probes 
by generated functional groups such as -OH, -COOH, and -C=O, thus, increases 
oxidation current of targeted cations. However, optimised probe’s outcomes may 
directly become faulty and less sensitive when several considerations are taken 
into account, for instance, unsuccessful coating or more thickened layers of 
nafion [39]. 
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Figure 3.5 Electrochemical investigations, DPV, of (A) pristine MWNT yarn, (B) 
MWNT yarn with 1 layer of nafion, (C) MWNT yarn with 2 layers of nafion, (D) 
MWNT yarn coated with 3 layers of nafion. Testing system contains 200µM UA 
and AA with consecutive additions of DA: 0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1,2,4,6,8,and10 µM. 
Inset figures in A,B&C, are magnified images of each related test. 
To display the effect of 1,2,&3 nafion layers when coated MWNT yarn, figure 
3.6 depicted to 1µM of DA with 200µM of UA and AA simultaneously. The 
appeared signals at o.16 and 0.35V vs Ag/AgCl show where DA and UA oxidised 
respectively. The signals are separated which facilitates studying DA oxidation 
process and how DA sensing influenced by nafion. Compared DPV curves of all 
nafion coated MWNTs sensors, MWNTs yarn coated with a single layer of nafion 
(pink curve) demonstrated the highest current response of DA in the presence of 
huge amount of the interference. It can be said that, single layer of nafion is good 
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because low deposited amount of nafion possibly unblock the active sites on 
electrode’s surface which leads to high permeability (access) to positive ions (like 
DA) and strengthened catalytic activity. 
 
Figure 3.6 Compared DPVs of MWNT yarn coated with: single layer (pink line), 
double layers (green line), and three layers (blue line) of nafion. The testing 
system includes 1µM DA + 200µM each UA and AA. 
3.4.2.1.3. Studying Effect of Increased Surface Area of MWNT/ Nafion Yarn 
on its Performance:  
This sub-section assesses the relationship between increased surface area 
and electrochemical properties of MWNTs yarn. Figure 3.7 presents DPV of 
MWNT/nafion at very low concentrations of DA (0.05 and 0.1µM) with UA and AA 
(200µM each). The results in figure 3.7A &B were obtained based on applying 
1cm and 2cm of MWNT/nafion yarn respectively. A minor response recorded for 
DA concentrations using 1cm of the claimed electrode. By increasing samples 
length inside the testing solution to 2cm, oxidation signal of DA notably increased 
as well as UA signal. Accelerating DA response is attributed to the relatively high 
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sensitivity of examined working electrode (MWNT/nafion yarn). The improved 
sensitivity interestingly influenced by the larger surface area of 2cm MWNTs than 
1cm. It can be suggested that, 2cm of the modified yarn is better than 1cm due 
to increasing the surface area which increases the number of active sites on 
electrode’s surface which enhances surface reactivity consequently. Therefore, 
the large surface area of modified yarn indicated more sensitive DA detection.      
 
Figure 3.7 Electrochemical investigations, DPV, of MWNT/nafion yarn when: (A) 
practically apply 1cm for testing, (B) practically apply 2cm for testing. Both testing 
systems include 200µM UA and AA, with 0.05µM and 0.1 µM of DA (very low 
concentrations). 
3.4.2.2. Electrochemical Detection of Dopamine:  
Preliminary bio-sensing studies were shown in Figure 3.8, to investigate the 
electrochemical DA detection in the presence of AA and UA (200µM each) using 
MWNTs probe electrodes with and without nafion modification respectively. Using 
the pristine yarn (blue line) only gave a minor current signal response of less than 
0.5 µA (Figure 3.8A). Nafion-coated MWNTs yarn (red line) displayed a dramatic 
increase in current signal with highly separated peaks of DA and UA (Figure 
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3.8A). This improved bio-sensing performance could attribute to negatively 
charged nafion coating on MWNTs yarn. In other words, negatively charged 
anions on MWNT skeleton interact with DA cations by electrostatic interactions, 
which enhance the sensitivity and selectivity towards DA detection in the 
presence of AA and UA. Further investigations also demonstrate that the 
thickness of nafion layer also plays an important role in improving the 
electrochemical performance. As shown in Figure 3.8B, a huge improvement in 
DA sensitivity was observed using thin nafion layer (purple line) MWNT yarns.  
This is consistent with the mechanism that thin layer of nafion could also benefit 
the faster charge-transfer between nafion and MWNTs [35]. 
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Figure 3.8 (A) DPV of pristine MWNT yarn without/ with nafion. (B) MWNT with a 
thick or thin layer of nafion. (C) CVs of 10 µM DA with 200µM AA & UA each at 
scan rates: 10,20,40,60,80,100,120,140, 160,180,&200 mv/s. DPVs of thick (D) 
and thin (E) layer Nafion in 200 µM UA & AA each with a range of DA: (0.2, 0.4, 
0.6, 0.8 & 1) µM in PBS electrolyte with calibration curves plot between DA 
concentrations and current response. (F) DPV of thin layer nafion in 200 µM UA 
& AA with a range of DA : (0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 & 0.1) µM in PBS 
electrolyte with the calibration curve plot between DA concentrations and current 
response. 
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Decent electrochemical performance evaluation of thin-layer nafion/MWNTs 
probe electrode was firstly employed using CV recorded at various scan rates in 
PBS containing 10µM DA and 200µM AA and UA. At low scan rates, both DA and 
UA have shown well-distinguished oxidation peaks at 0.16V and 0.3V (vs. 
Ag/AgCl) respectively (Figure 3.8C). With the increase of scan rate (to 200mv/s), 
DA exhibited a proportional and identical redox couple with a symmetrical shape; 
however, UA peaks depleted with no AA signal observed throughout the test. 
Figure 8 demonstrates the significant sensitivity recorded by thin nafion layer 
coated MWNTs yarn towards DA.  
The reproducibility of the MWNTs based biosensor was investigated by 
carrying out multiple cycles of cyclic voltammetry (CV) technique. The sensor 
response was reproducible and remained stable for a long period of time. The 
MWNT sensor could be conveniently re-fabricated and used for sensing 
applications for multiple times ensuring descent sensitivity and good selectivity 
for each test. 
For more detailed investigations, the capability of nafion coated MWNT yarn 
in detecting low concentrations of DA has been tested using DPV as precise and 
highly sensitive electrochemical method. As shown in Figure 3.8D to E, DPV 
curves record the target oxidation of DA (0.0 to 1.0µM) in a PBS solution 
containing UA and AA (200µM each). Typically, DPV curve of nafion/MWNT yarn 
showed two well-separated peaks corresponding to DA and UA at 0.163V and 
0.33V respectively. The current responses increase by increasing its 
concentration. DA oxidation was notable even at a concentration as low as 0.02 
µM, in the presence of 200µM AA and 200 µM UA. This could be attributed to the 
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surface nafion coating (high-level negative functional groups) and its selective 
electrostatic interactions with the amine group (positively charged group) of DA. 
In the comparison between thick nafion layer (dip-coating from concentrated 
nafion solution 5%) (Figure 3.8D) and thin nafion layer (dip-coating from diluted 
Nnafion solution 0.5%) (Figure 3.8E), superior DA oxidation signals observed at 
the thin-layer nafion/MWNTs yarn electrode. For example, for 0.2µM DA, the thin 
nafion electrode revealed a significant oxidation peak current response around 
50µA, which is 20 times higher than that obtained at the thick nafion layer coated 
electrode. Furthermore, the detection of sub-micromolar concentrations of DA (as 
low as 0.01µM) was also achieved using the thin-layer nafion/MWNTs yarn 
electrode (Figure 3.8F). The thin nafion layer coated MWNT yarn can even detect 
DA at a low concentration of 0.01µM with the co-existence of AA and UA 
(Fig.3.8D). Another study used MWNTs/nafion modified carbon fibre 
microelectrode and recorded 0.07 µM as limit of detection to DA when tested with 
AA [40]. Moreover, A study presented to the determination of DA with UA and AA 
used MWNTs modified carbon paste electrode and the limit of detection of DA 
was 0.16 µM [41]. In the comparison to existed MWNTs modified sensors, it can 
be said that, the prepared MWNTs/nafion yarn/probe showed a promising 
sensing ability to DA when simultaneously tested with UA and AA compared to 
other electrodes. 
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Figure 3.9 (A) Amperometric test of DA (0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5)µM 
in the presence of 10µM of AA & UA each. (B) calibration curve of corresponding 
DA concentrations plot vs current response. 
 
Figure 3.9A elucidates the amperometric test to investigate the effect of 
interferences (UA & AA) on DA signals at 0.2V (vs. Ag/AgCl) by increasing DA 
concentration (successive additions) from 0.1 to 5µM with gentle stirring all the 
time. The current of nafion/MWNTs yarn electrode reached a stable step 
immediately after each DA addition to the PBS solution. It shows that the 
presence of UA and AA did not interfere with the DA oxidation. It could attribute 
to the effective and efficient catalytic property of the prepared yarn electrode and 
super-selectivity of nafion-coating to the DA oxidation at specific voltage [34]. DA 
oxidation current signals normalised in Figure 3.9B, showing a linear relationship 
between DA concentrations and oxidation current responses. The linear equation 
is present as Ipa = 0.1739 CDA + 0.0537 (R2 = 0.9946) in PBS with 200µM AA and 
UA. It suggests that DA measurement is reliable using amperometry 
determination at nafion/MWNT probe electrode. 
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3.5. Conclusions: 
In summary, our 3D probe structure sensor has shown significant advantages 
compared to existing literature. Fibre/probe structure sensor has shown some 
advantages compared to existed disk and/or film structure sensor in the literature 
can be addressed as: (1) in this report, we used original CNT yarn spun directly 
from CNT forest in our lab to prepare the fibre/prober-style sensor for direct 
detection of DA in the presence of AA and UA. With this fabrication method and 
construction properties of three-dimensional microelectrodes we could use the 
whole exposed surface area of our developed device (large active surface for 
biomolecules adsorption). Other studies used CNT yarn to prepare the disk-style 
electrode [42] using the tip surface area only (limited active surface for 
biomolecules adsorption). (2) CNTs fibres enable fabrication of electrodes with 
very small diameters, having aligned and packed structure, and grafting ability to 
optimise the performance. While films electrodes, for instance, having random 
structure, enable fabrication of large size sensors and time-consuming fabrication 
process could result in low efficiency. (3) probe design offers the opportunity to 
combine CNTs yarn with currently available sensors such as in deep brain 
stimulation applications. This combination help improve the detection ability of 
biosensors and sensors in medical and biofields.  
In fact, nafion coated MWNT yarn showed cost-effective and rapid 
electrochemical detection of DA in the presence of UA and AA which confirms 
the probe-style sensors using CNT yarn. With this electrode, we can detect lower 
concentrations of DA than have already been used in previous works. The 
electrode was prepared by drawing and twisting CNT forest into micro-sized 
yarns and characterised for DA detection using CV and DPV. Indicative anodic 
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peaks of DA and UA were presented at 0.16V and 0.33V respectively; while no 
AA peak observed, showing excellent selectivity towards DA. Also, DA detection 
limit as low as 0.01µM achieved. The as-prepared nafion/MWNTs yarn has 
demonstrated excellent sensitivity and selectivity of DA detection in the presence 
of AA and UA. It can be considered as a promising probe sensor in DA detection 
with the potential to be further developed/integrated into probe sensing devices 
for clinical applications in the future. 
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Chapter 4 
 
 “Drop-casted RGO-PEDOT-PSS-Nafion Strips Sensor 
for Sensitive and Selective Voltammetric Determination 
of Serotonin with the interferences” 
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4.1. Abstract: 
Al-Zheimer is a severe neuro condition has become of great attention 
recently due to the increased number of related patients. Therefore, the need to 
develop highly effective electrochemical sensors with advanced fabrication 
technologies suitable for engaging medical investigations is high. In the current 
study, we discussed the fabrication of strip style electrochemical sensors using 
remarkably conductive and homogenously prepared reduced graphene 
oxide/polyethylene dioxythiophene: polystyrene sulfonic acid 
(RGO/PEDOT:PSS) dispersion with/without nafion. The prepared dispersion was 
then drop-casted onto Gold Mylar substrate where the area of a deposited film 
equals to 2 cm2 which were split into smaller size strips afterwards. The prepared 
strip sensors were physically and electrochemically characterised using FESEM, 
Raman, FTIR, and CHI Instruments. For the electrochemical detection of 
Serotonin, the strip sensor based on RGO/PEDOT:PSS with (%0.5) nafion 
showed the best sensing performance with both high selectivity and sensitivity, 
with the presence of DA under identical conditions. As a priority for 5-HT detection 
demonstrated, this kind of strip electrode has the potential to be further developed 
into a promising chip electrochemical sensor device. 
4.2. Introduction: 
AD is a long-term mental illness affecting memory and awareness of senior 
people in the brain system. Clinically, it diagnosed by an extreme loss of 
serotonergic neurons which causes a severe drop in the level of 5-HT 
neurotransmitter as a consequence [1]. Serotonin (5-HT: 5-hydroxytryptamine) is 
a double functioning biomolecule that exists outside and inside the brain tissues 
as a hormone and neurotransmitter successively. Even though the majority of 5-
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HT is synthesised in the gut (90%), its essential role in the regulation of the brain 
functions attributes to a minimum amount of 5-HT equals %10 in total [2, 3]. In 
fact, the importance of 5-HT represented by the association with vital brain and 
body functions, once depleted (or raised), irregular biological and physiological 
disorders can happen for the individual. For example, in addition to developing 
AD; addiction to alcohol, infantile autism [2], trouble in sleep, depression, liver 
abnormality and difficulty to adapt, can take place when 5-HT is dysfunctional [4, 
5]. According to the pointed beneficial role of 5-HT, let alone the increasing 
number of patients with Alzheimer around the world, early and direct detection of 
5-HT has been a pivot subject for medical diagnostic clinics and biological 
researchers nowadays [6, 7].   
Traditional determination methods, for example, HPLC and 
spectrophotometry have been used for bio-sensing of 5-HT; however, they are 
non-cost effective and require prolonged procedures for samples preparation. 
Interestingly, due to the electroactive nature of 5-HT, electrochemical techniques 
(low cost, affordable for lab application and highly selective and sensitive for 
biomolecules) have been introduced as suitable determination methods for fast 
detection of this neurotransmitter. Also, CV and DPV, are fundamental 
techniques that provide adequate and precise information regarding how 5-HT 
molecules are oxidised and reduced in the biological system (redox reaction of 5-
HT explained in figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1 Oxidation-reduction process of 5-HT. (A) reduced 5-HT molecule (B) 
oxidized 5-HT molecule. 
Many materials are used to obtain satisfactory performance of 
electrochemical electrodes; however, 5-HT detection is still challenging using 
unmodified sensors. 5-HT co-exists with numerous species in biological samples; 
DA is one of them. 5-HT and DA are electroactive and having very close oxidation 
potentials when tested by bare electrodes, in return, signals overlapping of both 
chemicals has occurred [8]. Therefore, most of the reported sensors lack decent 
selectivity and high sensitivity when simultaneously detecting these species. 
Another issue is that most of the traditional electrochemical sensors are 
fabricated in large sizes which are not ideal for implantation purposes due to it 
causing large tissue damage [8, 9]. Furthermore, detection of 5-HT has not been 
widely reported so far [8, 10]. Though, it is suggested that, for optimum detection 
of 5-HT, many aspects of the prepared sensor should be considered such as 
materials chemistry, electrodes design, conductivity, ability to be activated and 
surface properties.  
According to promising electrochemical performance of carbon materials, 
especially G, scientific researchers have focused on applying this unique material 
for bio-detection of 5-HT in pure and composites structures as well as a modifier 
for conventional electrodes [2, 11]. G-based electrodes have claimed super 
electro-catalytic conductivity with great pureness, safe utilisation and cost-
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effectiveness [12]. Hence, G is currently applied to multiple electrochemical 
experiments with significant achievements. 
Nowadays, G and its derivative RGO is extensively used for a large bunch 
of applications including bio-sensing technology [12, 13]. Suggesting G as an 
excellent candidate for such devices, attributes to holding fascinating electrical, 
thermal and electrochemical properties. Biocompatible, great conductive, high 
electron mobility, ability to be modified and high surface to volume ratio all 
gathered to highlight the versatility of G or G composites based electrodes [14]. 
The hexagonal configuration of carbon atoms within a single flat layer of G 
discovered more than a decade ago. These two-dimensional layers bonded with 
each other via van der Waals forces [15]. Besides that, RGO massively carries 
edge plane defects with none metal impurities (especially RGO produced from 
thermally or electrochemically processed GO). All stated beneficial properties 
pour for the sake of high conductivity which can undoubtedly enhance electron 
transfer kinetics and perfectly fit electrochemical sensing [14, 16]. However, it is 
worth mentioning that, the actual capability of RGO to use it as the 
electrochemical sensor can reduce as a result of accumulation problem develops 
among the G tiers. Such phenomena is attributed to electrostatic and p-p 
interactions between carbon molecules within the layers. Therefore, scientists 
placed their attention to overcome the accumulation drawback and use RGO 
effectively and efficiently.  
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Figure 4.2 Chemical structures of (A) PEDOT. (B) PSS and (C) nafion Polymers 
(The red line in the chemical structure of PEDOT represents a hole carrier is 
compensated by a sulphonated ion, the blue, on the PSS chain). 
 
Coating G electrodes with CP introduced as a perfect solution for eliminating 
accumulation and increasing the electrocatalytic properties of the electrode at the 
same time.  In a typical chemical reaction at the electrode’s surface, conductive 
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polymers work as a connector to facilitate the movement of electrons from various 
oxidised analytes to the electrode. Many studies are being carried out on 
conductive polymers in the field of electrochemistry, particularly, 
neurotransmitters sensing. 
Therefore, the super electronic and electrocatalytic properties of such 
polymers have been in demand in the construction of electrochemical sensors. 
For example, G-based electrodes modified with PEDOT and PSS because of 
fascinated conductivity, the flexibility of electron transferring with reasonable 
oxidation potentials and water solubility to obtain the interactive effect of all 
components when performing towards aimed analytes (Fig 4.2) [17, 18]. Also, 
PEDOT:PSS is a very promising conductive polymer to decrease the re-stacking 
problem of G layers.  
nafion (a perfluorinated Ion-exchange and negatively charged polymer) is 
also extensively used due to good biocompatibility, excellent selectivity to cations 
rather than anions [19]. Modification of electrochemical electrodes with nafion has 
shown improved selective adsorption. This approach is quite useful to increase 
absorption of 5-HT cations and recording better measurements.      
 In this chapter, we report the fabrication of RGO/PEDOT:PSS sensor in 
strip style for qualified voltammetric determination of 5-HT neurotransmitter. 
Priority to 5-HT sensitivity and selectivity displayed from applied electrochemical 
techniques compared to co-existed DA molecules. We also investigated sensors 
performance by mixing RGO/PEDOT:PSS dispersion with nafion before casting 
process and investigated the role of nafion in obtaining selective detection of 5-
HT when simultaneously tested with DA (the interference) and compared it with 
unmodified sensors. Physical studies were accomplished using FESEM, Raman, 
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and FTIR technologies to the ultimate understanding of the sensor’s features and 
significant changes related to nafion’s addition.  
4.3. Materials and Methods 
 4.3.1. Materials  
Serotonin (5-HT: 5-hydroxytryptamine) (C10H12N2O), Dopamine 
hydrochloride (DA, C8H11NO2.HCL), Ascorbic Acid (AA, C6H8O6) bought from 
Sigma-Aldrich. 5-HT, D and AA solutions were instantly prepared with PBS buffer 
before every single electrochemical testing. The blank PBS solutions were 
purged with nitrogen (N2) to obtain oxygen free electrolytes. Nafion (%5) supplied 
from ion power, inc. PEDOT/PSS pellets were from Agfa, and Graphite Flakes 
purchased from Sigma Aldrich [20]. 
4.3.2. Fabrication of RGO/PEDOT: PSS Strips 
 The procedure for the preparation of RGO/PEDOT:PSS dispersion based 
on a pre-reported method [20]. 200µL (0.2ml) of RGO/PEDOT:PSS dispersion 
was carefully drop-casted into gold mylar substrate by measuring pipette (1ml). 
Glass slides had defined the dimensions of a single film (2cm length x 1cm width). 
The mass loading per area of RGO/PEDOT:PSS equals to 0.19 mg/cm. The films 
remained overnight on the bench to dry. Then, the films were split into four strips 
using a specific sharp blade, and each strip used for the electrochemical sensing 
experiments as an individual electrode.  
To modify with nafion, the obtained RGO/PEDOT:PSS dispersion was 
directly mixed with a nafion solution to find out optimised conditions for sensors 
fabrication. Therefore, a couple of composites had been prepared which included 
RGO/PEDOT:PSS with nafion at different densities (first composite contains 4 ml 
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RGO/PEDOT:PSS dispersion + 1ml of %5 concentric nafion) (second composite 
contains 4ml RGO/PEDOT:PSS dispersion + 1ml of %0.5 diluted nafion). With 
the preparation step completed, each composite sonicated for 20 minutes and 
200µL was withdrawn and drop-casted on two separated gold mylar substrates 
(2cm x1cm) to prepare RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion films which were split into strips 
as well. Prepared solutions and strips fabrication process is shown in figure 4.4A 
and B. 
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Figure 4.3 (A) Digital photo of prepared RGO/PEDOT:PSS dispersion without-
with nafion which was used later for films casting. (B) demonstration of the strips 
fabrication process showing drop-casting of already prepared composites on gold 
(A) 
(B) 
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mylar sheet with the following steps to eventually prepare single electrode of 
RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion. 
 The following table explains the components of films fabricated in the 
current study, the concentration of each component, the mass of 
RGO/PEDOT:PSS, and how much RGO-PEDOT/PSS without and with nafion 
composites were drop-casted on each gold mylar substrate, in addition to the 
dimensions of the films (see table (4.1)) 
 
Table 4.1 Calculations of prepared RGO/PEDOT:PSS solutions without-with 
nafion and films dimensions for electrochemical bio-sensing applications  
 4.3.3. Physical Characterization of the RGO/PEDOT: PSS Strip 
Sensor: 
Morphology of (RGO/PEDOT:PSS without-with nafion) strips was 
performed using FESEM JEOL7500FA (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). They were 
also tested by Raman spectroscopy using a jobin-yvon horbia 800 (horiba jobin 
yvon, Edison, NJ, USA), and FTIR spectroscopy using the Sshimadzu AIM8000 
FT-IR spectrometer (shimadzu corporation, Kyoto, Japan) [21]. The thickness of 
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RGO/PEDOT:PSS-diluted nafion films was measured via profilometer-dektak 
150 and addressed in table 4.2. 
 
film sample 
 
volume of (RGO/ PEDOT:PSS % 0.5 
nafion) in each film (area = 2 cm 2) 
 
thickness via 
profilometer 
(1) 0.1 ml  0.5166 µm 
(2) 0.2 ml 1.1275 µm 
(3) 0.3 ml 2.195 µm 
(4) 0.4 ml 3.8 µm 
 
Table 4.2 Thickness of four types of (RGO/PEDOT:PSS-%0.5 nafion) films 
prepared by dropping different volumes, then tested to find out the optimum 
performance  
In the current chapter, we also investigated the optimum conditions for 
device fabrication using films thickness factor. (RGO/PEDOT:PSS-%0.5 nafion) 
composite was used to prepare four films (same dimensions) based on dropping 
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4mL of the composite on four separate gold mylar substrates. 
As can be seen in the table (4.4), the first film recorded the lowest thickness 
(0.5166). The second film was slightly thicker (1.1275). The thickness of other 
films (third and fourth) were 2.195 & 3.8 respectively. The measured thickness is 
corresponding to the dropped amounts of the composite as the size of the 
substrate was constant. These results elucidated that preparation method of all 
the above films was precise and well controlled as the films recorded gradually 
increased thickness when studied by profilometer-dektak 150. The 
electrochemical performance of the four films investigated in the current study 
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towards 5-HT with DA simultaneously. The obtained voltammetric results 
indicated the contribution of film thickness to strips performance when the testing 
conditions are the same during the whole experiments such as the concentration 
of targeted analytes, films size, and input parameters (Figure 4.11). The 
performed experiments demonstrated the improved sensitivity and selectivity of 
5-HT when (0.2 mL/2 cm2) (RGO/PEDOT:PSS-%0.5 nafion) sensor was applied 
among other prepared sensors.  
 4.3.4. Electrochemical Characterization:  
CV and DPV were essential voltammetric techniques conducted using CH 
instrument, electrochemical workstation (CH instruments, inc., model 660D, and 
made in the U.S.A.). A three-electrode setup system was used: 
RGO/PEDOT:PSS as WE and Pt mesh as the CE. All potentials applied due to 
Ag/Ag Cl (in 3M NaCl) the RE. PBS (at pH=7.4) was the basic electrolyte in all 
experiments. The high and low potential (E) set on +0.6 V and -0.1 V respectively 
in CV testing with applied scan rates ranged from 0.01 to 0.2 (V/s). For DPV 
detection, the parameters were as follows Incr. E=0.004, amplitude=0.05, pulse 
width=0.05 and pulse period=0.2.  
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Figure 4.4 Illustration of three electrochemical electrodes setup for CV and DPV 
investigations 
4.4. Results and Discussion 
4.4.1. Physical Characterization of RGO/PEDOT: PSS Strip 
4.4.1.1. FESEM Results: 
 SEM technology investigated the morphology of RGO/PEDOT:PSS films 
(without and with nafion). Figure 4.5A displayed smooth and flat surface of 
(RGO/PEDOT:PSS) film when examined by SEM which suggests the tight 
interaction between PEDOT:PSS and G dispersions in addition to PEDOT:PSS 
role in decreasing re-stacking problem within G layers. At 1µm scale (figure 4.5 
C) minor curves were seen on (RGO/PEDOT:PSS) film may belong to minimal 
re-stacking of RGO. The results show obvious changes were made to 
(RGO/PEDOT:PSS) films once mixed with nafion polymer. SEM image in figure 
4.5B revealed the wrinkled surface of (RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion) composite film 
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could attribute to solvent evaporation process. The film (RGO/PEDOT:PSS-
nafion) showed random dark spots distributed on its surface (Figure 4.5D). These 
dark spots not seen at on (RGO/PEDOT:PSS) film with no nafion (figure 4.5C). It 
could be due to distortion in polymers structure when mixed with G and causes 
polymer re-arrangement.  
 
Figure 4.5 SEM Images of RGO-PEDOT-PSS: (A) without and (B) with nafion @ 
10µm scale. Magnified SEM images of RGO-PEDOT-PSS (C) without and (D) 
with nafion @ 1µm scale. 
Its worth mentioning that, SEM images of RGO/PEDOT:PSS film presented in 
this chapter have been chosen as best images show the structure of films surface. 
It was very hard to obtain better SEM images than these (in terms of high 
resolution) as the surface of the film was very flat and highly smooth. This 
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property may be due to tight interaction between PEDOT:PSS and G dispersion. 
In addition, PEDOT:PSS could decrease re-stacking problem within G layers so 
it showed that even surface all along the film 
4.4.1.2. Raman and FTIR Spectrums:  
Another characterisation method was applied using Raman technology. 
Figure 4.6A represents the Raman spectra of nafion, PEDOT:PSS, RGO, 
RGO/PEDOT:PSS, and RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion samples. D and G bands are 
two predominant bands highlighted in Raman spectra [21, 22]. D band shows any 
structure disorders caused by defects, functional groups and surface curvatures. 
The second band, G, created by heterogeneous carbon atoms within graphene 
network [23, 24].  As shown in figure 4.6A, sharp and clear D and G peaks were 
displayed at 1340 cm-1 and 1580 cm-1 respectively at Raman spectra of (RGO) 
(RGO/PEDOT:PSS) and (RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion) samples. PEDOT:PSS 
indicated relatively weak peaks (1530, 1430, 1260, 1000, and 580) cm-1 which 
was  not seen in (RGO/PEDOT:PSS) or (RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion) due to low 
intensity [25]. Increased ID/IG ratio recorded for composite films from 1.15 (the 
RGO/PEDOT:PSS) to 1.27 (the RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion) suggests the role of 
nafion in generating a high proportion of defects and fractions on 
(RGO/PEDOT:PSS) films surface [26, 27]. RGO sample displayed even higher 
ID/IG ratio 1.43 than (RGO/PEDOT:PSS) and (RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion) 
revealed highly defective surface resulting from the reduction process of GO to 
RGO.  
The chemical structure of all samples was also confirmed by FT-IR 
technique as shown in figure 4.6B. FTIR is a complementary technique to Raman 
analyses sample surfaces to monitor any changes when modified. PEDOT:PSS 
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vibrations at 1580, and 1508 cm-1 belong to thiophene ring [28, 29]. S-O and S-
phenyl groups also detected at 1166, 1125, and 1028 cm-1 [28, 29].  However, 
PEDOT:PSS peaks decreased after mixing with RGO to prepare 
(RGO/PEDOT:PSS) composite film [20, 28]. Notably, the peaks increased 
significantly after the addition of nafion to prepare (RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion) 
composite. Nafion role in creating oxygen functional groups on electrodes surface 
showing more curvature structure.  
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Figure 4.6 (A) Raman spectra of nafion, RGO, PEDOT/PSS, RGO/PEDOT:PSS, 
and RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion. (B) FTIR spectrum of nafion, RGO solution, 
PEDOT/PSS, RGO/PEDOT:PSS, and RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion. 
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4.4.2.    Electrochemical Performance of the RGO/PEDOT:PSS-Nafion Strip 
4.4.2.1. Optimization of Electrodes Fabrication 
Some experiments were performed in advance to find out the optimised 
conditions of RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion strips for post-electrochemical 
investigations. These experiments were run based on separate and simultaneous 
detection of 5-HT with DA. Also, RGO/PEDOT:PSS strips with-without nafion 
addition have been adapted for voltammetric measurements to explore the role 
of nafion at different densities.  
4.4.2.1.1. Studying Voltammetric Performance of RGO/PEDOT: PSS-
Nafion Strips toward 5-HT and DA Separately 
4.4.2.1.1.1. Cyclic Voltammetry Results 
Preliminary bio-sensing results were displayed in figure 4.7 to investigate 
the electrochemical detection of 5-HT and DA separately using 
RGO/PEDOT:PSS strip electrodes with and without nafion modification. 
Electrochemical performance was first performed using CV recorded at 10 mV/s 
scan rate in PBS containing 10 µM of 5-HT (figure 4.7A). Using the untreated strip 
(red curve) only revealed a low oxidation signal of 5-HT. Concentric nafion (%5)-
RGO/PEDOT:PSS strip (orange curve) gave well-shaped CV curve (increased 
capacitive current), but, the 5-HT signal was not improved. A considerable 
improvement in 5-HT signal was noticed using diluted nafion (%0.5)-
RGO/PEDO:PSS strip (purple curve). The same CV performance observed when 
all mentioned RGO electrodes investigated the electrochemical detection of DA 
only (Figure 4.7B). Significantly improved oxidation signal of DA using diluted 
nafion (%0.5)-RGO/PEDOT:PSS strip (purple curve) was seen compared to the 
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other applied strips. This improved bio-sensing performance can be according to 
negative charges of nafion on RGO/PEDOT:PSS strips. These negative 
functional groups provide electrostatic interaction between RGO electrodes 
surface and 5-HT (or DA) cations, which reflects enhanced sensitivity and 
selectivity to 5-HT (or DA) detection. Moreover, the density of nafion played an 
outstanding role in improving the electrochemical performance of 
RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion composites. As explained in figures 4.7A &B, a 
considerable improvement in 5-HT (or DA) sensitivity was well defined using 
diluted nafion (%0.5)-RGO/PEDOT:PSS strip (purple curve). This result is 
consistent with the mechanism that diluted nafion could also be interesting for 
promoted charge-transfer between nafion and RGO [26].   
 
Figure 4.7 CV results regard individual voltammetric detection of (A)10 µM 5-HT 
and (B) 10 µM DA using unmodified and nafion modified RGO/PEDOT:PSS strips 
4.4.2.1.1.2.  Differential Pulse Voltammetry Results 
Sensing ability of RGO electrodes towards 5-HT (or DA) concentrations was 
also investigated using DPV as highly sensitive and precise electrochemical 
technology. Figure 4.8A shows DPV curves of (RGO/PEDOT:PSS with-without 
nafion) strips in a PBS solution containing 10 µM 5-HT. Using RGO/PEDOT:PSS 
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strip (red line) recorded inadequate current signal response less than 0.5 µA. 
However, RGO/PEDOT:PSS-concentric nafion (%5) strip (orange line) gave well-
distinguished oxidation signal of 5-HT around 20 µA current signal. In the 
comparison between concentric nafion (%5 nafion solution) and diluted nafion 
(%0.5 nafion solution) mixed with RGO/PEDOT:PSS, a vast improvement in 5-
HT current signal was noticed at the diluted nafion-RGO/PEDO:PSS strip (purple 
line, figure 4.8A). For 10µM 5-HT, the diluted nafion electrode recorded an 
outstanding oxidation signal current response around 40µA which is double than 
that shown at the concentric nafion modified electrode.  
Similarly, figure 4.8B demonstrates DPV curves of (RGO/PEDOT:PSS with-
without nafion) strips in a PBS solution containing 10µM DA. The current 
response of DA oxidation signal has been increased and became more prominent 
after RGO/PEDOT:PSS modification with concentric nafion (orange curve). 
Furthermore, diluted nafion (%0.5 nafion solution) modified RGO/PEDOT:PSS 
electrode reported the significant current response of DA (50µA) which is two 
times higher than recorded by concentric nafion modified electrode (was around 
25 µA only). The presence of diluted nafion enhances the current intensity 
dramatically about 100 times and two times compared to untreated RGO/PEDOT: 
PSS or concentric nafion modified RGO/PEDOT:PSS strips respectively. This 
demonstrates the remarkable selective adsorption of nafion especially when it is 
less thick which probably controls the transferring process of ions in the solution 
to the surface of the electrode [30].  
As diluted nafion modified RGO/PEDOT:PSS electrode has been proven to 
be promising for highly sensitive and selective adsorption of 5-HT (or DA), DPV 
in figures 4.8C and D demonstrate the individual targeted oxidation of 5-HT and 
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DA (1 to 10µM each) respectively. Typically, DPV curve reflected increased 
current responses by increasing 5-HT concentration at 0.4 V (Figure 4.8C) using 
diluted nafion-RGO/PEDOT:PSS sensor. The 5-HT signal was notable even at a 
low concentration as 1µM. On the same hand, high DA oxidation signal was 
observed at 0.16V using the same claimed sensor (Figure 4.8D). Oxidation signal 
of DA gradually and decently increased by increasing its concentration.  
Moreover, 1µM of 5-HT elucidated satisfactory current intensity higher than that 
recorded for 1µM of DA. By continuing the additions of 5-HT and DA, 5-HT 
showed slightly lower current response probably according to secondary products 
(such as 5-HIAA) result from the oxidation process of 5-HT.  
The electrode can discriminate the responses from neurotransmitters 
according to high selectivity of the electrode’s material containing 
RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion composite in obtaining separate signals from DA and 
5-HT neurotransmitters when simultaneously tested using an electrochemical 
workstation. Also, DA and 5-HT belong to different categories of 
neurotransmitters. Where DA belongs to catecholamine’s family and 5-HT 
belongs to monoamines family, as a result, the chemical structure of each 
neurotransmitter is different from the other. So, the prepared electrode can 
discriminate between them.  
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Figure 4.8 (A) and (B) DPV of separate detection of 5-HT or DA (10 uM each) 
respectively, using unmodified, and nafion modified RGO/PEDOT:PSS strips. 
Figures (C) and (D) DPV of separate detection of 5-HT or DA (1 to 10 uM) each 
respectively, using diluted nafion (%0.5)-RGO/PEDOT:PSS strip sensors only. 
 
4.4.2.1.2. Studying Voltammetric Performance of RGO/PEDOT:PSS-Nafion 
Strips toward 5-HT and DA Simultaneously 
Diluted nafion-RGO/PEDOT:PSS electrode used for simultaneous 
detection of 5-HT and DA in a PBS solution. The determination of 5-HT and DA 
was accomplished inside a cabinet to ensure that no outside effects on running 
experiments. The solutions were daily and freshly prepared in the laboratory 
using precise scales and isolated hood for nanoscale powders. The followed 
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experimental protocol for 5-HT measuring did not interrupt by the later addition of 
DA.  
4.4.2.1.2.1. Cyclic Voltammetry Results  
Electrochemical performance of diluted nafion modified RGO/PEDOT:PSS 
strip was decently evaluated towards simultaneous detection of 5-HT and DA (10 
µM each) using CV test first. At 20 mV/s scan rate, both 5-HT and DA have shown 
well separated and sharp oxidation signals at 0.4V and 0.16V (vs. Ag/AgCl) 
respectively (Figure 4.9A). By increasing the scan rate to 200 mV/s for the same 
system (Figure 4.9B), symmetrical CV shape introduced with a proportional and 
an identical redox couple of 5-HT and DA. Figure 4.9 displays the enhanced 
sensitivity recorded by diluted Nafion-RGO/PEDOT:PSS strip towards 5-HT in 
the presence of DA. Also, this figure proves the oxidation mechanism of 5-HT and 
DA is a diffusion-controlled process.   
 
Figure 4.9 CVs of RGO-PEDOT-PSS- % 0.5 nafion: (A) in the presence of 5-HT 
and DA (10uM each) at 20 mv/s scan rates. (B) overlaid CVs at different scan 
rates ranged from 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, & 200 mv/s.  
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4.4.2.1.2.2. Differential Pulse Voltammetry Results 
For further investigations, the capability of diluted nafion-RGO/PEDOT:PSS 
strip in detecting 5-HT and DA simultaneously has been demonstrated using DPV 
method. Figure (4.10A) exhibited DPV of 5-HT (0.1 to 10µM) in a PBS solution 
containing DA (5µM). The oxidation signal of 5-HT was very stable at 0.4 V with 
no shifts seen. The current response was well-defined and typically increased for 
the sequential additions of 5-HT without interruption of DA which already existed 
at high and constant level [23]. Furthermore, DA showed clear oxidation signal at 
0.16V with a decent current response. However, DA signal was rapidly depleted 
and disappeared after a few consecutive additions of 5-HT [31]. This result is by 
the fact that both 5-HT and DA have competitive adsorption at electrodes surface 
when simultaneously tested.  
  Another system which included the constant level of 5-HT (5µM) with a 
range of DA (0.1 to 10)µM had also been investigated at diluted Nnafion-
RGO/PEDOT:PSS strip (Fig 4.10B). The first injections of DA (0.1 to 0.8µM) were 
not detectable at the applied sensor. However, the current response of larger DA 
concentrations (1 to 10µM) recorded at 0.16V (vs. Ag/AgCl). After each DA 
addition, a linearly increased signal had been which corresponds to DA oxidation 
process. The sharp and clear signal noticed at 0.4V attributes to oxidised 5-HT. 
The current response of 5-HT signal had been slightly minimised through DPV 
concurrently with the continuous additions of DA. 5-HT and DA possesses 
interested competitive adsorption when simultaneously tested. It can also be 
observed that 5-HT signal is still well recognised as per figure (4.10B). Unlike DA 
signal which faded as per figure (4.10A). These results proved that nafion-
RGO/PEDOT:PSS strip has a high priority to 5-HT detection compared to DA. In 
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other words, nafion-RGO/PEDOT:PSS strip revealed much more catalytic activity 
to 5-HT than DA.  
 It can be said that surface chemistry of (RGO/PEDOT:PSS-%0.5 nafion) 
strip showed excellent sensitivity to 5-HT and wealth electro-catalytic activity to 
obtain stable and improved current responses compared to DA. The introduction 
of our prepared sensor resulted in better oxidation signal separation between 5-
HT and DA, even though; they have competitive adsorption. Besides, the 5-HT 
and DA are cations which can strongly be appealed to nafion’s skeleton 
(negatively charged polymer) and enhance the electrons mobility in return [29]. It 
has been suggested that introducing nafion strengthens the analytes signal and 
reduces the effect of electro-active interferences at the same time [30]. 
 
 
Figure 4.10 DPV of simultaneous detection of 5-HT and DA using diluted nafion-
RGO/PEDOT-PSS sensor when: (A) DA constant (5 µM) and 5-HT changes (0.1 
to 10 µM). (B) 5-HT constant (5 µM) and DA changes (0.1 to 10 µM).  
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4.4.2.1.3. Studying Voltammetric Performance of RGO/PEDOT: PSS-
Nafion Strips at Different Thicknesses 
DPV experiments were carried out using diluted nafion-RGO/PEDOT:PSS 
strips prepared at different thicknesses. In particular, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 ml of 
(diluted nafion-RGO/PEDOT:PSS) composite were separately drop-casted on 
same dimensional gold mylar substrates (area= 2cm2). The recorded thickness 
of each film was varied and corresponded to the amount of deposited composite 
(as in figure 4.4). The testing system included a PBS solution containing 5µM DA 
followed by consecutive additions of 5-HT (0.1 to 10 µM).  
In the first film (0.1 ml of the composite/2 cm2), low concentrations of 5-HT 
less defined at 0.36V (showing minor oxidation signal as explained in figure 
4.11A). Higher concentrations of 5-HT revealed clear oxidation signal with 
excellent sensitivity. Besides, current response of a DA oxidation signal 
descended and did not appear after few additions of 5-HT.  
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Figure 4.11 DPV results of (RGO/PEDOT: PSS-diluted nafion) strips at different 
thicknesses. (A) the first film (contains 0.1ml of the composite). (B) the second 
film (contains 0.2ml of the composite). (C) third film (contains 0.3ml of the 
composite). Moreover, (D) fourth film (contains 0.4ml of the composite). Area of 
a single film is 2cm2. The testing system includes the constant level of DA 5 µM 
with (0.1 to 10 µM) 5-HT  
On the other hand, at the second film (0.2 ml of the composite/2 cm2), highly 
separated signals belong to 5-HT, at 0.4V, and DA, at 0.16V, was noticed with 
high sensitivity (Figure 4.11B). Although DA was found in the high level, these 
results confirmed the enhanced sensitivity of 5-HT about 2.5 times than the first 
film. Furthermore, the oxidation signal of 5-HT slightly shifted to a positive 
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potential which indicated increased electrocatalytic activity of this film. The 
dramatic decrease in DA response observed in the same DPV figure.  
Moreover, the third film (0.3 ml of the composite/2 cm2) demonstrated 
extremely low current response of 5-HT and DA oxidation signals in figure 4.11 
C. The reason is that the extra amount of (diluted nafion-RGO/PEDOT:PSS) 
composite possibly obstructed some active sites on strips surface which indicate 
low permeability and weakened catalytic activity. Likewise, DPV findings in figure 
4.11D are complementary to DPV outcomes in figure 4.11C. Both figures explain 
the claimed concept of thickness effect on the voltammetric performance of the 
electrodes.  
It can be concluded that thickness of deposited (diluted nafion-RGO/PEDOT: 
PSS) composite film plays an important role in obtaining improved selective 
adsorption of serotonin. Therefore, according to the already evaluated strips in 
figure 4.11, the second film (0.2 ml of the composite/2 cm2) can be considered as 
the best performing film among others due to improved sensitivity and selectivity 
of 5-HT in the presence of the interference DA. The separated oxidation signals 
of 5-HT and DA facilitated studying oxidation process of 5-HT and demonstrated 
the optimum amount of nafion-RGO/PEDOT:PSS composite used for electrodes 
fabrication (Figure 4.12A). The capability of diluted nafion-RGO/PEDOT:PSS 
strip in detecting 5-HT and DA simultaneously has been investigated. PBS 
solution containing 5 µM DA with range of 5-HT concentration (0.1 to 10 µM) were 
applied at DPV. Figure (4.12A) exhibited the oxidation signal of 5-HT which was 
very stable at 0.4V with no shifts. Moreover, well-defined and gradually increased 
current response was seen for the sequential additions of 5-HT. It’s worth 
mentioning that, DA (already existed at high and constant level) did not interrupt 
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the oxidation signal of 5-HT. Furthermore, DA showed clear oxidation signal at 
0.16 V with a decent current response. But, DA signal was rapidly depleted and 
disappeared after a few consecutive additions of 5-HT. This result is by the fact 
that both 5-HT and DA have competitive adsorption at electrodes surface when 
simultaneously tested.  
  
On the same hand, the 5-HT concentrations normalised and plot vs the 
current response (as seen in figure 4.12B). The plot 5-HT concentrations 
exhibited linear relation vs. the measured current with Ipa = 24.434 C5-HT 
(R2=0.9315) for low concentrations and Ipa =3.1765 C5-HT + 26) (R2= 0.911) for 
higher concentrations of 5-HT.    
    
 
Figure 4.12 (A) DPV of simultaneous detection of 5-HT (0.1 to 10) µM with 
constant DA (5 µM) using RGO/PEDOT:PSS-diluted nafion strip sensor. (B) 
calibration curve of corresponding 5-HT concentrations plot vs current response.  
 The DPV results explained by (diluted nafion-RGO/PEDOT:PSS) 
composite electrode showed the descent and optimised voltammetric 
performance of our miniaturised strip sensor when tested towards 5-HT with-
without interferences. Therefore, further investigations have been made using 
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amperometry technology. 
Figure (4.13A) illustrates the amperometric test to investigate the effect of 
interference (DA) on 5-HT signal at 0.4V (vs.Ag/AgCl) by increasing 5-HT 
concentration (following additions) from 0.1 to 10µM under moderate and 
constant stirring. The current signal of (diluted nafion-RGO/PEDOT:PSS) 
electrode increased rapidly after each addition of 5-HT, then, reaching a stable-
state current within 2s, showing the fast oxidation behaviour of 5-HT. The 
amperometric current-time curve showed that the pre-existed DA did not interfere 
with the oxidation of 5-HT. It could ascribe to the significant electrocatalytic 
activity of the fabricated strip electrode and remarkable selectivity of nafion 
polymer to 5-HT oxidation at that potential [23]. The current of 5-HT oxidation 
signals was calibrated in figure 4.13B, revealing a linear relationship between 5-
HT concentrations vs. current responses as per indicated equations Ipa = 0.9213 
C5-HT (R2=0.94) for low concentrations and Ipa = 0.122 C5-HT + 0.9 (R2=0.9466) 
for higher concentrations of 5-HT.  
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Figure 4.13 (A) Amperometric test for 5-HT (0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 & 
10) µM in the presence of 5 µM DA, (B) calibration curve of corresponding 5-HT 
concentrations plot vs current response. 
4.5.  Conclusion: 
In this chapter, our developed strip-sensor made significant 
electrochemical achievements for individual and simultaneous detection of 5-HT 
with DA (electroactive neurotransmitters). Many electrodes fabricated for 5-HT 
detection. However, conventional electrodes still showing peaks overlapping 
problem mostly with DA. Herein, we report the fabrication of novel sensor in our 
laboratories for electrochemical investigations using RGO-PEDOT-PSS without-
with nafion due to remarkable properties. RGO, PEDOT:PSS and nafion) were 
selected upon fascinating electrochemical and electrical properties including; 
high conductivity and electron mobility, excellent biocompatibility, and vast 
surface area. The sensor is reusable and affordable for multiple applications. The 
improved performance seen by (RGO-PEDOT-PSS) composite after mixing with 
concentric (5%) and diluted (0.5%) nafion, encouraged us to prepare 
(RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion) composites instead. Moreover, (RGO/PEDOT:PSS-
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%0.5 nafion) sensors were extremely sensitive and electroactive towards 
targeted 5-HT than the other electrodes. It can be concluded that the developed 
(RGO/PEDOT:PSS-%0.5 nafion) sensor is a promising device for highly sensitive 
and selective electrochemical detection of 5-HT which could be assembled with 
commercially available biosensors in the future. 
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5.1. Conclusions: 
Electrochemical analytical techniques attracted more attention as a 
promising method compared to conventional methods to overcome bio-sensing 
problems, particularly, detection of neurotransmitters. As Nanomaterials showed 
remarkable performance motivates research activities in neurotransmitters 
detection, the first motivation has been developed based on MWNTs fibers as a 
genuine porous and electrochemically active material for detection of 
catecholamine neurotransmitters. This project also focused on studying different 
parameters for electrochemical detection, the fabrication of MWNTs yarn, and 
modification by plasma treatment and nafion to improve its electrochemical 
performance. The second motivation in current thesis has been emerged based 
on polymer-based G composite designed as strips for studying monoamines 
neurotransmitters detection. This research work included studying the 
voltammetric effect of prepared graphene composite based on variable factors 
and parameters for electrochemical detection of, the fabrication of RGO/PEDOT: 
PSS films, and modification by nafion. The context of thesis chapters and 
obtained resulted are summarised as follow. 
Chapter 1 presented introduction and literature review showing the 
importance of neurotransmitters to be detected, the recent advances in analysis 
methods used for neurotransmitters detection. Also, the electrochemical 
advantages of carbon materials and the aim to be functionalised with the 
importance of carbon forms, especially, CNTs and G composites-based 
electrochemical electrodes have been explained. Device design and related 
fabrication were essential sections in this chapter demonstrating the 
development, structure, and shapes of sensors have been utilized so far.  
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In Chapter 2, physical and electrochemical characterisation methods 
performed throughout the project were discussed. Fabrication methods of 
investigated electrodes and applied modifications also testing protocol are all 
explained. Chemicals and reagents were also mentioned to give a clear idea of 
solutions components. Furthermore, setup parameters and concentration of 
prepared solution were clarified. 
Decently planned experiments were applied in Chapter 3 to figure out the 
parameters that show better understanding of electrochemical reactions for 
tested analytes. The main object of that chapter was about obtaining improved 
sensitivity and selectivity of DA. The material of the electrode based on plasma 
treated MWNTs fibres designed in a probe/ yarn style then coated with nafion at 
different thicknesses. Notably, different number of nafion layers coated MWNTs 
yarn, series of dip-coating times, potential limit of detection can be achieved, and 
other parameters were all examined. The MWNT/nafion yarn physically 
characterised by FESEM, Raman, and FTIR techniques. In Raman, distinguished 
D and G peaks noticed with a slight difference in ID/IG value before and after 
nafion modification. Also, significant FTIR vibrations indicated for MWNT/nafion 
yarn compared to non-modified which confirms the successful coating of nafion 
layer. Moreover, FESEM provided evident features added to the yarn’s surface 
after nafion coatings such as thicker filaments and decreased diameter. The 
electrochemical techniques (CV and DPV) reported highly selective and sensitive 
redox signals of DA when tested with the interferences UA and AA. Clear 
oxidation signals belong to DA and UA were recorded at 0.16 and 0.35V 
respectively. However, no AA signal was noticed during the conducted 
experiments. Which proves the selective adsorption of nafion coating. 
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Following that, Chapter 4 investigated a drop-casted method used to 
fabricate RGO composite films another electrode for biosensing measurements. 
The tested film consisted of RGO/PEDOT:PSS dispersion casted on (2cm2) area 
of gold mylar sheet. The dispersion then modified with nafion at different 
thicknesses (concentric nafion %5, and diluted nafion %0.5 separately) to 
prepare RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion composites. These composites used to drop-
cast new films to investigate the role of nafion compared to untreated RGO films 
towards 5-HT detection.  After complete dry, all the films divided into strips shape 
by sharp blades. The strips were characterised physically via FESEM, Raman, 
and FTIR technologies. Raman confirmed significant D and G bands belong to 
RGO, also FTIR vibrations showed functional groups attributed to nafion and 
PEDOT:PSS existence. Moreover, SEM images indicated the different features 
between RGO/PEDOT:PSS without and with nafion modification. On the other 
hand, CV and DPV results (electrochemical characterisation methods) reflected 
priority to 5-HT detection when tested with DA with two oxidation signals at 0.4 
and 0.2 respectively. High sensitivity and selectivity of 5-HT shown by 
RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion compared to non-modified RGO strips. Moreover, 
diluted nafion- RGO/PEDOT:PSS revealed excellent selectivity and sensitivity of 
5-HT in comparison to concentric nafion-RGO/PEDOT:PSS composites. 
5.2. Perspectives: 
In this research, MWNT/nafion yarn and RGO/PEDOT:PSS-nafion strip 
provided excellent electrochemical properties potentially fit for bio-sensing 
measurements such as neurotransmitters determination. CV and DPV results 
showed that our modified electrodes introduce potential electronic and 
electrocatalytic properties, for example, high conductivity, great surface area, fast 
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electron transfer kinetics, improved sensitivity and selectivity, long-term stability, 
biocompatibility and low-cost materials. In return, such advantages pour for the 
sake of having economic and simple fabrication methods might replace other 
approaches studied so far. 
The development of sensors-based device using MWNTs and RGO 
materials demonstrated here, still further work believed to be made. Therefore, 
future perspectives can be list here to cover a broader range of bio-applications 
and obtaining reliable data. 
v As modified MWNT electrodes exhibited outstanding electrochemical results, 
therefore, one of the essential applications that need to be involved in future 
systems is that testing real bio-samples to prepare more specific and stable 
biosensors platforms. 
v Moreover, functionalised CNTs and upon excellent mechanical and electrical 
properties show the potential to be applied in real time applications, for example, 
drug delivery and bioimaging. 
v Coating MWNTs fibres with other highly conducting polymers such as PEDOT 
or PEDOT:PSS polymers. This kind of polymers are biocompatible and recorded 
excellent sensitivity and selectivity when mixed with other carbon-based 
nanocomposites. 
v Applying MWNTs or G-based materials for electrochemical detection of 
biomolecules other than neurotransmitters, for instance, enzymes, proteins, level 
of cells, and DNA. 
v Incorporating more nanostructures components within the working electrode 
after studying its toxicity and intracellular mechanism to enhance accessibility to 
the surface of the probe as preferred process for better-achieved adsorption.  
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